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I N T ROD U C T I O.N
Coral reefs are marine, biogenic, wave resistant, carbonate structures also known
as bioherms. They are composed of the skeletons of hermatypic or reef-building
organisms. These structures develop in situ and not as a result of the solidification of
transported remains ofdead organisms (Cocks and McKerrow, 1978).
Coral reefs are one of the most biologically complex and diverse marine
ecosystems on earth (Achituv and Dubinsky, 1990). They are unique among high-
diversity and high productivity marine communities and are distinguished by their ability
to thrive in clear oligotrophic waters devoid of high levels of nutrients (Newell, 1972;
Richmond, 1993). The relationship between hermatypic corals (reef-building corals) and
their symbiotic unicellular algae (zooxanthellae) is central to their ability to thrive under
oligotrophic conditions and to the existence of coral reef communities. Photosynthetic
zooxanthellae utilize metabolic wastes of their coral hosts and produce photo'synthetic,
carbon-based nutrient for themselves and their coral hosts.
At present, coral re,efs cover some 255,000 km2 of tropical oceans (Spalding and
Grenfell, 1997). T~e longest of them, the Great Barrier Reef, extends for some 2,000 km
along the eastern coast of Australia. Milliman (1973) reviewed the distribution of
Atlantic coral reefs which are mostly confined to the Caribbean Basin. Elsewhere, the
cold Guinea Current and upwelling along the western shores of Mrica as well as heavy
sedimentation severely limit the distribution of hermatypic corals along these coasts. On
the other side of the Atlantic along the coast of America south of 5° N, reef development
is prevented by the high sedimentation rate originating from the Orinoco and Amazon
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algae (Teichert, 1958; Heckel, 1974). Moore (1981) gave a summary of important
contributors to the variability of salinity in coastal lagoons where extreme conditions
varying from flood inundations to evaporating salt pans may be common annual events.
Away from the nearshore influence of river run-off the three most significant
determinants of salinity structure are rainfall, evaporation and advection. Veron, (198.6)
stated that only in rare case does the sea water salinity become naturally high enough to
have widespread effect on corals. Some experimental studies of the effect of salinity on
corals showed that some species (e.g. Porites spp.) can grow in salinity exceeding the
normal boundaries and ranging from a lower limit of 17.5%0 to an upper limit of 52.50/00
(Goodbody, 1961; Kinsman, 1964; Muthiga and Szmant, 1987). The experimental study
by Moberg et aI., (1997) revealed that reduced salinity tends to have more effect on the
rate of photosynthesis than on respiration in both Porites lutea and Pocillopora
damicornis. The survival of corals in this abnormal salinity depends on the degree of
abnormality and the period over which they are subject to the abnormal salinity
(Fagerstrom, 1983). According to Muthiga and Szmant (1987), detrimental effects of
salinity that ·disrupt the symbiotic relationship between the coral and zooxanthellae can
occur due to physiological stress ot) the coral animal or on the algal symbionts.
Temperature
Temperature is an important factor in determining the distribution of reef corals
which are most abundant at ranges from 25 to 29°C (Kinsman, 1964). This is expressed
in latitudinal patterns of coral-reef distribution and diversity. Although reef corals as a
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group are generally considered stenothermic, the ambient temperature under which a
coral species flourishes can differ quite distinctly in different geographic regimes. For
example, mean monthly temperatures of unrestricted surface lagoon water at Enewetok
Atoll, Marshall Islands exceed monthly mean surface temperatures in Kaneohe Bay,
Hawaii by 2 to SoC. The Enewetok August average maximum temperature (30°C) is
higher by goe than the Kaneohe Bay February average minimum (21°C). Moreover, in
areas of restricted circulation, temperature differences between Enewetok and Hawaii are
even more extreme' than these values but both still support rich coral growths. Such
differences suggest the possibility that the corals resident in the two areas have become
physiologically adapted to different temperature regimes (Coles and Jockiel, 1977). Coral
can usually withstand limited exposure to low (16-17°C) or high (36°C) temperature.
Drastic thermal shifts though, can result in reduced coral vitality (e.g. bleaching and
reproductive inhibition) or in extreme instances, destruction ofentire reef systems.
Low temperature is a distinct limiting factor in coral distribution (Clausen and
Roth, 1975) because at 18°C and below, reef building corals generally are affected
adversely and compete unsuccessfully for space with other benthic organisms (Glynn and
D'Croz, 1990). High temperature; however, may only occasionally be limiting in the
present day ocean where there is rapidly. fluctuating temperature.
The first apparent symptom of temperature stress on reef corals is the disturbance
of the symbiotic association between animal tissue and endosymbiont zooxanthellae
(Coles and Jockiel, 1977). The initial response of stressed corals is partial to total
bleaching of the colony (Glynn and Steward, 1973; Coles and Jockiel, 1978). Lesser
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(1990) showed that increases in temperature significantly reduce the total number of
zooxanthellae per polyp. Numerous cases of coral bleaching and death of corals due to
temperature stress triggered by El Nino have been experienced throughout the Indo-
Pacific and Caribbean (Lasker et aI., 1984~ Glynn, 1984; Glynn and D'Croz, 1990).
Light
The dependence of coral reefs on light is mainly associated with the
photosynthetic processes of symbiotic algae: zooxanthellae. Light as a limiting physical
factor only affects the structure of coral communities in the upper shallow and in the
deeper zone of the reef (Sorokin, 1995; Shick, 1995). Goreau (1959), Yoneg (1968) and
Yap (1993) among others have reported upon the effect of light on coral growth.
Observations by Goreau (1959) clearly show that there is a significant increase in the
calcification rate on exposure ofcoral to light.
One of the most obvious aspects of the distribution of living corals is their
decrease with depth. This decrease in the number of coral species, in overall area
coverage and in growth rates is observed to be in exponential fashion. This phenomenon,
recorded as early as 1825 by Quoy' and Gaimard (reviewed by Achituv and Dubinsky,
1990), is today attributed to the parallel, exponential decrease in underwater light. Wells
(1957) explained that the depth distribution of coral reefs is a result of the decrease in
illumination. He convincingly argued that over the depths in which hermatypic corals
occur, temperature and oxygen concentrations are nearly constant, light is reduced in a
similar fashion to that of the reef-building organisms themselves.
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In general, although the bathymetric distribution of coral reefs is determined by
light, their actual depth limit depends on water transparency. Maximal growth usually
occurs only down to 30-40% of surface irradiance (the irradiance immediately below the
water surface) and rarely is any significant reef formation found below 10% surface
irradiance. Single, shade-adapted colonies of shallow water Stylophora pistillata grow in
the Red Sea even at 0.5 to 1% of surface light intensity (Dubinsky et aI., 1984), while
species adapted to extremely low light such as Leptoseris fragi/is, grow at depths where
light levels are well below these (Schlichter and Fricke, 1986).
In shallow water, an excess of light can inhibit photosynthesis in endosymbiotic
zooxantheIlae and reduce the calcification process (Jockiel and York, 1982). Coral might
be expected to have developed defenses against photoinhibition. The coenosarc of corals
contains pigment and mycosporin-like amino acids (MAAs) that are believed to have
protective action against ultra-violet radiation (Sorokin, 1995).
Sediment
Laboratory experiments have documented surprising tolerance by corals to high
doses of sediment over short periods of time. Although corals can survive short-term
loading at high levels, lower level stress over an extended period of time can gradually
wear down the organism's defenses (Taylor and Saloman, 1978). The four most
important types of sediment stress are smothering, abrasion, shading and inhibition of
recruitment. Of the three, smothering is the easiest to visualize. Under natural conditions,
reefs on downwind flanks of large carbonate platforms can be buried by sediment derived
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froni the banktop (Hine and Neumann, 1977). During storms or more recently, during
dredging of nearby areas, the level of suspended sediment can increase markedly and
result in extensive damage to reef corals and other sediment-sensitive organisms. Such
problems have been described in Australia (Fairbridge and Teichert, 1948), Hawaii
(Johannes, 1975) and Phuket Island in Thailand (Chansang, Boonyanate and
Charuchinda, 1981)
During. storms or heavy wave action, physical abrasion by moving sediment can
cause substantial damage to coral tissue (Hubbard, 1992). Even under less energetic
conditions, sediment scour can playa role in limiting the type of corals that can exist on
the shallow reef crest. Although massive corals are more resistant to physical disruption
by wave action, their slow growth rates virtually guarantee that wave-induced sediment
scour will severely damage or kill a young colony before it can grow above the level of
frequent sediment motion. In contrast, rapidly growing branching corals can elevate
themselves above this traction carpet quickly (Sakai et al., 1986).
While more subtle in its effects than either abrasion or smothering, shading is
probably the most important of all sediment-related effects. The reduced level of light
due to suspended sediment in the.water column can reduce coral growth, affect natural
zonation patterns and induce mortality of entire reef corals if allowed to persist for an
extended period oftime (Hubbard et aI., 1986).
Excess sedimentation can also discourage the settlement of coral larvae. Morelock
et at. (1979) discussed the importance of substrate type in larval recruitment in Puerto
Rico. Roy and Smith (1971) proposed that in Fanning Island, the increased vulnerability
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of young corals to sediment damage was more of a limiting factor than sediment covering
available space. All these effects can act together to exert a significant natural control on
distribution of coral reefs and degree of their development. Hubbard (1986) showed that
on local scales, the presence or absence of an updrift source of sediment exerts perhaps
the greatest control on location and character of reefs on the north coast of 81. Croix.
Along a reef system off Costa Rica, Cortes and Risk (1985) proposed that increasing
development pressure and specifically widespread agriculture and logging since the late
1950s has gradually reduced coral growth (and probably cover).
Dissolved nutrients
Coral and zooxanthellae need dissolved nutrients for growth, maintenance and
reproduction. In particular for zooxanthellae, the most important of these elements are
Nitrogen (as N02-2, N03-1, NlLt-1 and dissolved organic nitrogen) and Phosphorus (as P04-3
and dissolved organic phosphorus and other forms) (Fagerstrom, 1983). These are most
often considered to be least available and thus are potential limiting factors in coral reef
environments (Smith, 1984).
The source of nutrients .to coral reefs depends on reef geography and
physiography. Nutrient supply for the open ocean and atoll reefs comes from nutrients
advected in sea water and from regenerated, long-term nutrient accumulations in
sediment reserves whereas reefs near land receive supplies of nutrients from terrigenous
sources via run-off or ground water inputs (D'Elia and Wiebe, 1990). D'Elia (1988)
proposes that the major sources of nutrients in coral reef environments are advection,
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upwelling and endo-upwelling (a localized phenomenon usually associated with updraft
and downdraft winds), migration of large organisms, seabird feces, groundwater,
precipitation, run-off and resuspension.
Increased eutrophication of a coral reef system has a net effect of increasing algal
growth and decreasing coral growth through four main avenues; (1) phytoplankton, (2)
periphyton, (3) macro-algae, and (4) zooxanthellae. The increase in nutrients causes an
increase in phytoplankton growth. This increases the amount of particles suspended in the
water column which decreases the penetration of light through the water. Shading of the
corals directly affects the zooxanthellae's ability to effectively photosynthesize and thus
lowers the transfer of photosynthate from the zooxanthellae to the coral. Periphyton
exhibits a similar effect but instead of blocking the light penetrating the water column,
periphyton growing on the surface of the coral directly blocks the light reaching the coral
surface. Periphyton growth on the surface of the coral may also be responsible for
blocking and decreasing the rate of flow of ambient seawater over the surface of the
coral. Macro-algal growth increases competition for substrate (Maragos, 1992; Gabric
and Bell 1993).- Growing macroalgae will move in near a coral and take over the nearby
substrate faster than the slow growing corals. Macroalgae can also shade out nearby
corals thus further slowing their growth rate. Finally, zooxanthellae will increase their
population density within the coral in euttophied environments (Stambler et at, 1991).
This increase in zooxanthella density is achieved by using photosynthate to increase
zooxanthella mitotic events at the expense of the coral which would under normal
conditions receive the photosynthate for nutrition (Stambler et aI., 1991).
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Importance Of Coral Reefs
Modem coral reefs are important for both biological and economic reasons. Coral
reefs are found in over a hundred countries, mostly in less economically developed
tropical regions. Despite the vulnerability of reefs to overharvesting for export, reef
fisheries have served for hundreds and in some locations, thousands of years as a major
source of food. People depending on coral reefs for part of their livelihood and for
obtaining part of the protein in their diet are estimated to number in the tens of millions
(Salvet, 1992).
Approximately 5,500 tons of mother-of-pearl for the curio trade were collected
from the coral reef gastropod Trochus niloticus in 1978 alone and this figure does not
include the weight of meat of this common source of food in the tropical Pacific (Craik,
Kenchington and Kellecher, 1990). Other reef invertebrates that provide substantial
amounts of food for humans include other gastropods (e.g., the queen conch Strombus
gigas in the western Atlantic and green snail Turbo marmorratus in the west Pacific),
bivalves (e.g., several species of giant clams, rock oysters, pearl oysters), octopuses,
squids, cuttlefishes, lobsters, prawns and sea cucumbers. Many reef invertebrates are also
harvested mainly for subsistence .so there are few data available for estimates of the
magnitude of the resource.
Corals deposit tremendous quantities of limestone. Large amounts of the coral
limestone also contribute to coral rubble and sand. Blocks of living or dead coral are used
for building materials, breakwaters and cement. In Sri Lanka in the 1980s, over 2,000
metric tons of living coral skeletons, 7,000 metric tons of coral rubble and 34,000 cubic
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meters of sand were removed from the coast each year (Wells and Hanna, 1992).
However, the economic value in many of resources is far less when extracted than when
left in place.
SCUBA diving on coral reefs forms the main base of the economies of a number
of tropical developing countries (Sudara, 1981). Tourism of coral reefs brings in about
$13 million a year to the national economy of Palau, a Pacific country with a population
of 14,000. SCUBA-related tourism brings in about $21 million annually to Bonaire,
about half its gross domestic product. In developed countries like the United States and
Australia, the economic value of coral reefs for tourism is also large.
The potential for pharmaceuticals from natural products from coral reefs would
seem to be greater than from other ecosystems because biodiversity and ecosystem
complexity of coral reefs is on a higher scale than in most other systems both from the
perspective of evolutionary potential and natural product chemistry. Rainforests are
considered to have greater biodiversity at the species level because of insects and
flowering plants but coral-reef communities have greater diversity in terms of phyla,
diversity ofbasic body plans and chemistry.
Coral reefs also serve as. protection against wave action. 'During typhoons,
hurricanes and monsoonal storms, the damage from wave action to coastal communities
is much less where there are reefs. On Guam, the damage from wave action in areas
protected by extensive reef flats was minor but in areas around the villages of Inarajan
and Merizo where the fringing reefs are narrow, the damages were severe (Birkeland,
1997). In addition, coral reefs protect mangroves and sea grass beds in some localities
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and thus provide protection for nurseries of commercially important fishes. Coral reefs
are self-repairing but the cost of building and maintaining equivalent breakwaters is
nearly always omitted in the consideration of the commercial value of coral reefs.
Coral Reefs In Thai Waters
The coastal zone of Thailand is situated in the area from 14°N southward and
consists of coastlines along the east and the west coasts of the Gulf of Thailand and the
coastline along the Andaman Sea. The total length of the Thai coastline is 2,614 Ian.
Along the coast, coral reefs can be found not only on the rocky shore but around most
islands (Royal Thai Navy, 1993)
The east coast of the Gulf of Thailand
The present study was done on reefs of the east coast of the Gulf of Thailand
(Figure 3). The east coast of the gulf can be divided into two portions. The upper portion
is the coast along the inner part of the gulf which is oriented in a north-south direction. It
begins at the mouth of Bangprakong River and extends southward to the city of Sattahip
which is also a major naval base. T.he second portion continues from Sattahip eastward to
Rayong then southeasterly to Chantaburi, Trat and the Thai-Cambodia border.
The first portion, the east coast of the inner part of the gulf begins with
approximately 20 kmof muddy coast from the mouth of the Bangprakong River to
Sammok Point. Further on, rocky shore alternates with sandy beaches south to Sattahip.
At the middle point of this section lies a single large island named Sichang with a few
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small islands nearby. Corals are present in parts of these islands. The coral reefs in these
islands are not extensively developed. The major factor which affects coral growth in this
area is freshwater run-off and flooding from land during the rainy season. In addition,
damage to coral reefs by illegal dynamite fishing has been recorded (Sudara, 1981).
Further south from Sichang Island, several islands and islets can be found off
Pattaya and the area nearby, i.e., Nok, Sak, Krok, Lan, Pai and Rin Islands. The coral
reefs surrounding these islands and islets are extensive and well-developed compared to
those in the Sichang Islands. The conservation of these coral reefs was initiated to
promote tourism but evidence of illegal dynamite fishing can still be found. In some areas
near the islands where deeper coral reefs exist, damage from bottom trawling through
these coral beds can be seen.
Toward the extreme outer part of the inner Gulf lie many islands and islets off the
Sattahip Region. Most coral reefs around this area are in healthy condition due to
protection provided by the navy from the Sattahip naval base. Some reefs around Raet
and Samaesan Islands have been affected by military training over the past 20 years and
by constant influence of sewage discharge from the city of Sattahip and nearby small
villages. OffshoreiwithinRayong, .there are several islands, e.g., Saket, Samet, Talu, Man
Nai and Man Nok Islands. In certain areas the coral reefs have been destroyed by
dynamite fishing. There is now an attempt to incorporate these offshore islands into the
National Marine Park.
Eastward from Rayong the coastal area changes to mangrove because of the
abundance of rivers and streams. This area at Chantaburi is one of the most extensive
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mangrove swamps in Thailand. Coral reefs can be found in some areas both nearshore
(Chaolaw Coral Beach) and offshore however, the development of reefs is naturally not
extensive because ofhigh freshwater discharge and sedimentation (Poosuwan, 1994).
Trat is the border town. The nearby shoreline is characterized by mangrove and rock. No
coral reefs occur due to freshwater run-off and sediment loading. Many islands occur
offshore from Trat and the coral reefs around these islands, especially the islands further
away from shore are in good condition.
The west coast of the Gulf of Thailand
The inner portion of the west coast consists of mangrove and no coral reefs are
found. Further south, sandy beaches occur along the coast. Since no islands lie offshore
there is no coral reef development except for some small patches on the small amount of
rocky shore. Towards the- middle portion of the west coast from Pracheubkirikan
southward, there are many offshore islands; Surattani, Samui, Panagn and Angtong.
These islands showed extensive coral reef development in the past but now, great
portions have been destroyed by dynamite fishing and bottom trawling. Some effort is
now being made to protect these islands. In particular, the Angtong Islands have been
established as a Marine National·Park.
The coast along the Andaman Sea,
Along the coast south from the Burma border, mangroves line the shore. Coral
reefs can be found only around offshore islands. The coral reefs in Surin Islands, are
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developed in clear water under quite pristine conditions. Further south, Phuket and other
nearby islands such as Phi Phi and Similan have coral reefs that were once beautiful but
are now being destroyed by sediment from inland and from offshore tin mining. This is
particularly noticeable at Phuket Island.
Previous Work On Coral Reef Communities In The Gulf Of Thailand
Studies ofcoral reefs in Thailand in general have been going on since about 1976.
These studies have emphasized aspects such as taxonomy, ecology, distribution of reef
corals and other reef organisms, anthropogenic impacts on reef ecosystems and coral reef
management (Chansang and Phongsuwan, 1993). More recently, the distribution and
condition of coral reefs in the east coast of the Gulf of Thailand have been studied by
many researchers. Srithanya et aI. (1981) studied the pattern of distribution of the coral in
Lan Island. They found 48 species of scleractinian corals belonging 23 genera and one
species ofMilleporidae (fire coral). Sirirattanachai et aI. (1983 a, b) studied the condition
of coral reefs on Raet, Yoh Ieloa and nearby islands in the Sattahip Region. They
addressed the deterioration of coral reefs in these areas and claimed that it had been
caused by illegal dynamite fisbing and sewage discharge from nearby villages.
Distribution and community structure of hermatypic corals in the Sichang Islands have
been investigated by Sakai et a1. (1986). Coral reefs in these islands are dominated by
massive forms ofPorites lutea which show a large proportion of area coverage and high
colony counts. Eighty-five species of scleractinian corals were also found as well as one
species of fire coral (Millepora sp. )
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. Chou et al. (1990) examined the change over a three-year period (1984-1986) in a
coral reef community at Nok Island offPattaya Bay. They revealed that this coral reef is
dominated by Porites lutea and little variation in living coral cover was noted over time.
On the other hand, the abundance of edible fish species dropped significantly while non-
edible species increased implying the selective removal of the former category through
fishing. Impacts from both human and natural influences were implicated in these
changes.
A quantitative investigation of scleractinian coral communities of Tao Island on
the west coast of the Gulf of Thailand was done by Yeemin, Sudara and Chamapan
(1994). The study showed that on the exposed reef of the island dominant species were
Pocillopora damicornis and Diploastrea heliopora whereas on the sheltered reet:
Acroporaformosa dominated. They suggested that wind and wave action would probably
be the determining factors controlling coral communities on this island.
Other research on the impact of sediment on both growth rate ofPorites lutea and
coral community structure in the Gulf of Thailand was done by Sudara et aI. (1991a) and
Sudara et aI. (1992). At the individual level, they found that the average growth rate ofP.
lutea was significantly negatively correlated with the amount of suspended solid rather
than with the sedimentation rate. They felt that this coral species is probably able to shed
reasonable amounts of sediment via mucous secretion with some investment of energy
whereas suspended solids also reduce light intensity which is essential for coral growth
(Sudara et aI., 1991a). At the community level, the results showed that high
sedimentation can reduce both number of coral species and area coverage by corals and
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result in a shift of dominant species from fast-growing corals (Acropora spp.) to massive
corals (P. lutea) (Sudara et aI., 1992).
According to a study by Sudara, Thamrongnawasawat and Sookchanuluk (1991),
the coral reefs developed on the west side of the Gulf of Thailand can be categorized into
three distinctive types; 1.) coral community, 2.) coral community developing into a
fringing reef and 3.) early formation fringing reef Reef category is determined by the
natural influences of bottom topography, freshwater discharge, sedimentation rate, wind
and wave actions and by anthropogenic stress such as increase in sedimentation caused
by deforestation and eutrophication due to organic sewage. This reef categorization may
be applied to the east side of the gulf because of similar natural influences and
anthropogenic stresses.
Sudara, Thamrongnawasawat and Sookchanuluk (1991) referred "coral
community" designation to locations in which coral colonies reside on a substratum that
clearly does not have the morphology of one of the classical reef designations. Reef
formation has not occurred, thus the coral growth is regarded as a coral community. This
type of coral community can be further divided into two groups. The first community
subtype is a result· of wind and the. natural effects of wind and wave action such that the
corals cannot grow well. This coral community does not have a dominant species and
coral density is low. Corals which can grow in such areas are Porites lutea, Favites spp.
and Pocillopora spp. which are tolerant of wind and wave action. This type of reef
development can be found in many islands such as Samet and Chumphon on the western
side of the gulf and in some areas in the Sichang Islands on the eastern side of the gulf.
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The 'second community type is that developed with high coral density. The dominant
species found in this type of coral community development are corals belonging to the
genera Porites and Acropora.
"Coral community developing into a fringing reef' (Sudara,
Thamrongnawasawat and Sookchanuluk, 1991) is a coral assemblage that has a reef flat,
reef edge and a reef slope but these zones are not clearly defined and the reef usually
extends only between 50 and 150 m from shore. On the reef flat, dead corals form a
limestone platform. On the reef edge many species of algae are usually found growing on
coral rubble. On the reef slope many coral growth forms can be found. Reefs in
Chumphon, Samui and the Pha-ngan Islands show this type of reef development. Many
ofthe reefs on the east side ofthe Gulf of Thailand also fall into this category. Such reefs
are on the north-end of rai Tamun Island, on Krok Island in Pattaya and on Kham and
Yoh Island in Sattahip.
Finally, an "early stage formation fringing reef' (Sudara, Thamrongnawasawat
and Sookchanuluk, 1991) is far from the shoreline (400-500 m) and ,dead corals have
formed a limestone base. Such a reefcan be seen to have well-defined zones. In a shallow
lagoon, growth of some algae such as Halimeda Spa or some sea grass (Enhalus sp.)
occurs. None of the reefs on the east coast of the GulfofThailand fall into this type.
The Method Used For Coral Reef Monitoring
Most ofthe invertebrates found in coral reef qommunities are sedentary or limited
in their mobility. In this way, there is some similarity between coral 'reef invertebrate
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communities and terrestrial plant communities and it is probably appropriate to adopt
techniques used by plant ecologists to study the benthic communities of coral reefs
(Loya, 1978). These techniques include line transect methods.
Quantitative studies of coral reef communities using line transect methods
Stoddart (1969 and 1972) reviewed field methods used for quantitative studies of
hermatypic corals with special attention to the problems of sampling design, sampling
units and data recording. Linear transect use in studies of coral reefs was assorted into
two main categories:
a) some form ofcontinuous recording
b) sampling along.a transect.
Both methods were designed to study the community structure of hermatypic corals in
terms of species composition, zonation and diversity patterns in different reefzones.
Porter (1972) used continuous recording along the transect (category a) to study
the species diversity of hermatypic corals on the San BIas coral reefs off the Atlantic
coast ofPanama. Using a modified line transect method, ten meter long chains with links
1.3 centimeters in ;length 'were laid parallel to the depth contour at three meter intervals
down the reef face. The number of chain links covering each species of living corals was
then recorded. The modified chain-transect was also applied in the study of corals and
coral reefs of the Galapagos islands (Glynn and Wellington, 1983). Meas'urements of
coral abundance and epibenthos were taken on totals of thirty-two transects during the
1975-1976 period.
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. Loya and Slobodkin (1971) and Loya (1972) studied the community structure and
species diversity of hermatypic corals of Eilat, Red Sea using for the first time transect
sampling (in the sense of category b). Belt transects, which comprised of main transect
laid perpendicular to the shoreline and a series of lO...meter transects laid across the main
transect, were run underwater to the depth of 30 meters. At each set of belt transect, 10
meter crossing-transects were laid parallel to the shoreline and each other with the fixed
one-meter intervals on the reef flat and five-meter intervals on the fore-reef. The
individual of sessile organisms was defined as any colony growing independently of its
neighbors. The lengths of colonies projected to the line were then recorded for living
coverage analysis.
Risk (1972) studied the- relationship between reef. substrate in tenns of both
diversity and topographic complexity and reef fish diversity at Greater Lameshur Bay, St.
John, Virgin Islands. Quadrat sampling along "T" shaped transects was used. The
''upright'' transect began about fifty meters offshore at the depth of 4 m and extended 16
m seaward to a depth of 4.5 m. The "crosspiece" transect was also 16 m long and 4.5 m
deep throughout its length. On each transect, eight 1x1 m quadrats were sampled to
determine reef substrate topographIc complexity and its biological diversity and fish
species.
The use of line transects in the study of benthic communities in Thai waters was
frrst documented in 197I in a study ofinshore marine habitats of some continental islands
in the Western Indian Ocean by Kohn (1971).
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< Chansang (1984) reported the use of a quantitative survey method in the study of
living resources along the coast-line of Phuket island and some islands in the Andaman
sea, western coast of Thailand. Their methodology was based on a combination of line
transect and quadrat techniques including underwater photography for laboratory
analysis. Sudara and Snidvongs (1984) addressed the problem of using the combination
of line transects and 1x1 meter quadrats in an early study of coral reefs in the Gulf of
Thailand. Because various species of corals are found grouped together within clumps of
Porites lutea, the dominant species, the quadrat method mayor may not cover such
clumps and could result in biased figures.
A video transect as a rapid, large area survey, method
Phenomena that affect coral reef communities over scales of hectares and larger
have proven difficult to study quantitatively. Well-known examples are the outbreaks of
Acanthaster planei, tropical storm damage, coral bleaching and pollution gradients. Type
and quality of information which needs to be gathered over areas of this size differ from
that required for detailed study of population and community dynamics at a single
location. Many snialler areas need.to be surveyed by an effi-cient field procedure to build
up a synoptic view of a much larger area. Manta towing survey is one such technique
(Done, Kenchington and Zell, 1981) that is relatively efficient when compared with other
field survey procedures. However, the recorded data are counts and judgements based on
integration and reduction of a great deal of visual information which makes the data
prone to sampling variability between and within observers (Carleton and Done, 1995).
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. Recently, standard, domestic, video-camcorders in underwater housings appear to
offer a means for reducing subjectivity and bias associated with large-scale surveys of
coral reefs. Video sampling satisfies several of the fundamental requirements necessary
for any monitoring system. It is fast, as there is no requirement to debrief observers in the
field. It is simple, as present underwater video systems are light and compact and can be
operated and maintained by persons with little training. The permanent visual record
provided by yideotape also permits multiple re-sampling for information overlooked
during initial data· extraction and allows the determination of sampling regimes
appropriate for the attributes under consideration.
Leonard and Clark (1993) determined the feasibility of using video transects
versus using the point quadrat techniques to sample subtidal red algal assemblages. The
results revealed that many of the less common red algae could not be resolved using the
video transect. More taxa were found by point quadrat technique than by the video
transect technique. The video transect technique required less time in the field than the
point quadrat technique but laboratory analysis was very time consuming.
Carleton and Done (1995) examined the feasibility of reliably estimating
percentage cover ;of coral reef benthos by the video' transect technique. The study
concluded that the strengths ofthis technique lie in cost saving in field expenses on large-
scale study and in the production of a permanent visual record. The limitations include a
reduction in taxonomic resolution when compared with hands-on field techniques.
However, for broad taxonomic categories of coral reef benthos, reliable estimation of
relative abundance can be obtained by video technique.
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- No single set or type of measurements will be ideal or even workable for all
locations or at all times and the methodology must be flexible in order to avoid over- or
under-sampling. Leonard and Clark (1993) reasoned that because no one data-gathering
technique is likely to provide all the information that will be useful, it is best to use a
combination of photographic and non-photographic methods. He also mentioned that
photographic methods should be a major component of any reef-monitoring program. In
particular, photographic or video-transects are essential to any attempt to document
changes in reef structure. Unlike any other method, they provide a visual record of reef
conditions which can be analyzed when time permits. However, they are time-consuming
methods during laboratory analysis and some photographic methods, specifically,
computer-assisted image processing of videotapes, have not lived up to expectations.
Objectives Of This Study
Industrial development on the eastern seaboard of the Gulf of Thailand was
initiated in the late 1980's. Consequently, population size in the region has grown rapidly
as has industrial activity along the coastline. Lack of any well-managed plan for
wastewater disposal and pollution" control coupled with "the increase of population and
industry has produced a potential risk for environmental degradation especially in the
marine environment. Coral reefs are one of the more important marine resources for local
residents because of their use in the fishery, agriculture and tourism industries. Domestic
waste and polluted water from industrial processes can have tremendous impact on the
coral reef environment through such mechanisms as increased water turbidity,
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eutrophication, induction of outbreaks of harmful planktonic algae (Noctiluca scintillans,
Trichodesmium erythraeum, Liza spp., Alexandrium sp., Mesodinium rubrum and
Gymnodium sp.), growth of epiphytic algae on reefs and increases in the concentrations
of heavy metals in sea water. These will both directly and indirectly cause the
degradation of the coral reef ecosystem. Despite the anthropogenic cause of coral-reef
degradation, natural, stochastic factors are also crucial determinants of coral reef
development and decline. For coral reefs in the Gulf of Thailand fluctuations in salinity,
temperature and sediment are important factors.
To detect changes in the coral community whether due to natural or man-made
effects~ permanent transect locations for long-term reef monitoring were established.
Analysis of data from these will provide a record of fluctuations in the coral reef system.
Because changes in a coral reef may be almost imperceptible over the short term as well
as highly variable from one year to the next, looking at the long-term trends in the
condition of reefs is important. Given the incredible variety in the structure of coral reefs,
it is difficult and risky to depend on a single set of observations or on "indicators" when
trying to evaluate reef conditions. For example, high coral species richness is not
necessarily a sign df optimal reef c~nditionsbecause many stresses that affect reefs result
in decrease in abundances of organisms rather than loss of species. High density of
juvenile corals probably is one of the better indicators of the status of a reef In general,




This study on the temporal variation of the coral reef communities was conducted
during a three-year period. In 1995, initial transects were established. They were re-
examined in 1997 and 1998.
Most of the coral reefs studied are not extensively developed therefore three,
twenty-meter sections of permanent transect adequately represent the entire reef area.
Three sections of permanent transect approximately five to ten meters apart were
established parallel to the shorelines on coral reefs around selected islands at depths
ranging from five to seven meters. On each reef selected, all three transect sections were
laid on the same depth contour to. minimize the unevenness of area coverage of corals due
to bathymetric distribution (Figure 1). Exceptions to using a transect of three sections
were made on Sichang Stations 2 and 4 due to relatively small reef areas. Two sections of
permanent transect were laid on station 2 and only one was laid on station 4 in the 1997
resurvey. Because these transects were intended to be used for long-term monitoring,
stainless steel rods five millimeters in diameter were driven into coral heads to locate the
start and end points of each transe~t section. Every fifth meter along the line was marked
by a galvanized steel rod driven into the substratum.
Using SCUBA equipment, benthic organisms and reef substrata directly
underneath a measuring tape graduated in millimeter laid along the transect were
recorded by video camera housed in waterproof case. The problems of parallax correction
in measuring length of organisms underlying the tape were avoided by using a smaller
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ruler" which could be laid directly adjacent the benthos during video recording.
Videotapes were taken to the laboratory for further analysis. Selected coral colonies
found along the transects were collected for identification to species
20 JUters
Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrat~s the location of three sections of permanent
transect. These transects were laid parallel to the shoreline at the same depth
with approximately ~ve to ten meters separation.
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, During the laboratory analysis videotapes were played on a high-resolution 8 mm
VCR (SONY model EV-S7000) and displayed on a 21-inch color monitor (SONY
Trinitron model KV-20M20). Using freeze-frame mode, length measurements of benthic
organisms to the nearest centimeter were read directly off the monitor screen (Figure 2).
For statistical analysis purposes, the three sets of twenty-meter transect were
pooled to comprise a single, sixty meter transect to minimize the variation caused by the
heterogeneity of the coral community. Percent cover of benthic organisms and reef
substrates was then calculated relative to the total length of line transect. The calculation
is expressed by:
Percent cover = Total lenmh of category (or taxon) in centimeters x 100
Total length of transects in centimeters
During the field study, the physical parameters (e.g. secchi depth reading,
temperature and salinity at sea surface) were recorded in situ using a portable water-
qllality meastlring probe (Mtl1ti-probe Horiba V-I 0) and a conventional secchi disc.
For an area near the transect sites, real-time salinity, surface temperature and
dissolved oxygen records were obtained from the SEAWATCH satellite buoy database,
National Research] Council of Thailand. The records of physical parameters around
Sichang Islands and Vicinity of Pattaya were received from THAl-l Buoy located
between Sichang Island and Nok Island· off Pattaya Bay. The record of physical
parameters around Sattahip Region were received from THAI-2 Buoy located east of
Sattahip in Rayong Bay (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. A section of a len~h of transect shows the corals species and other sessile




This study was conducted on the eastern seaboard of the inner Gulf of Thailand in
Chonburi Province, Thailand. Study sites representative of three distinctive geographical
categories and three different impact types were examined. Coral reefs affected by
seasonal freshwater discharge, contamination from spillage of agricultural products
during ship loading and by port construction occur around Sichang Island. Reefs showing
the impact of tourism occur in the Vicinity ofPattaya. Reefs in Sattahip Region represent
relatively undisturbed locations.
Figure 3. Satellite imagery retrieved from LANSAT illustrates the inner Gulf of Thailand,
the geographical locations of study areas, four major rivers (.) and the
locations of satellite buoys THAI-I and THAI-2 (asterisks). LANSAT Satellite
imagery is courtesy ofNational Research Council of Thailand.
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To locate the geographical coordinations of permanent transect locations, a
Mercator projection map and Magellan Model GPS (Global Positioning System) were
used. In most situations the vessel from which dives on the transects were done was
anchored within 10m of the transects. The position to seconds of longitude and latitude
of the vessel and thus the transect site was determined. Non-differential GPS will provide
an approximate global position to within a radius of 50 m.
Sichang and,Nearby Islands (Stations 1 to 5)
The Sichang group of islands is situated approximately ten kilometers offshore. They
consist of one large island (Sichang) and four small islands. Five permanent transect
locations were established on coral, reefs around these islands.
The transect titled Sichang station 1 is located on the windward side of Tai
Tamun Island at latitude 13'°06'34" N and longitude 100043~08" E. Tai Tamun island is
immediately south of Sichang main island. It is almost surrounded by fringing reef
ranging in depth from 0.5 to 5.0 meters below LLW (Lowest Low Water). The immediate
substratum for 'individual coral colonies is mainly primary igneous rock. A few of the
colonies are found 'growing on a substratum ofcalcified coral debris.
The transect known as Sichang station 2 is located on a small coral
assemblage east of Sichang main island at latitude 13°08'11" N and longitude
l00049'12~' E. The coral colonies occur on an elevated primary rock substrate seventy
meters in diameter and slightly above the surrounding silt at a depth of 2.5 to 3.0 meters
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Figure 4. Study stations on Sichang and nearby islands.
Sichang station 3 (West-Sichang Island) is situated on the windward side
of Sichang main island at latitude 13°08'51" N and longitude 100°48'10" E facing
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directly into the south,-west monsoon. The transect was located on a coral assemblage
attached to the primary rock platform at a depth ofO.S to 3.0 meters below LLW.
Sampanju Island (Sichang station 4) is an elongated, small, rock
foundation approximately fifteen meters across the broadest width and fifty meters in
length, north of Sichang Island at latitude 13°11 '21" N and longitude 100°47'50" E. The
coral benthic community is found on sublittoral rocky outcrops at a depth of 2.0 meters
below LLW. The ecological structure of the coral-reef assemblage is not well developed
by reason of the effect of freshwater run-off (Mantachitra, 1994). Two, twenty-meter
transects were established; one on the leeward and one on the windward side of the
island.
Lan Dokmai Island is surrounded by fringing. reef and is located at latitude
13°09'06" N and longitude 100°50'01" E. This transect location called Sichang station 5
was laid at a depth of 2.0 meters below LLW on a reef with similar coral reef structure to
that ofTai Tamun Island.
VicinitY of Pattaya (Stations 6 to 10)
The reefs selected in the vicinity of Pattaya are located around five islands ranging from
1.5 to 12 kilometers offshore. The Pattaya region is a major tourist attraction with well-
developed facilities for water recreational activities including SCUBA diving. Demand
for these activities is high. In addition, over-fishing has occurred and contamination from
domestic waste has increased since 1986 (UNEP, 1988).
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Nok Island, 11.3 kilometers from Pattaya bay is narrow and elongate. This
island is almost surrounded by fringing reef formed on igneous rock and rubble substrate.
The reefs occur at depths ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 meters below LLW. Transects for
Pattaya station 6 were laid on the seaward side of the island at latitude 13°01 '23" N and
longitude 1000 49'20" E. Nok island represents the offshore fringing reef closest to Lam
Chabang the area on the mainland that has been designated an industrial zone and which
includes a deep-sea port.
The transect named Pattaya station 7 is located on Krok island, two
kilometers east of Lan Island at latitude 12°55'50" N and longitude 100°48'23" E. This
reef is characterized by coral platform at 2.0 meters below LLW.
The transect called Pattaya station 8 is located on Lan island, the largest
island of this group, at latitude 12°54'21" N and longitude 100°46'12" E. It is inhabited
by several hundred local villagers and has resorts and hotels on the east side. The well-
developed coral reef on the seaward side extends to a depth of at least 10 meters below
LLW.
The transect noted as Pattaya Station 9 is located on Jun Island. This
island is a narrow, rocky ledge. approximately 1.5 kilometers from the beach front of
PattayaBayat latitude 12°56~47"N and longitude 100°51'35" E. Coral assemblages are
found at about 2.5 meters below LLW on both sides of the island. The water surrounding
the island is usually murky.
The transect known as Pattaya station lOis located on Sak island 0.5
kilometers north ofLan Island at latitude 12°56'37" N and longitude 100°47'23" E. Here
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Figure 5. Study stations in the Vicinity ofPattaya.
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. Sattahip Region (Stations 11 to 14)
Sattahip region has numerous islands along the coastline. Because this area is under the
supervision ofRayal Thai Navy, any use of and access to these restricted waters must be
authorized by the Naval Administration. In 1994, the Marine Park and the Coral Reefs
Rehabilitation Pilot Project were established. An agreement between research institutions
and the Department of Civil Affairs of Sattahip Naval Base provides researchers with
access to the area to assess coral reef status for establishment of a reference data base and
a master plan on local marine natural resource management.
The transect known as Sattahip station 11 is located at latitude 12°34'32"
N and longitude 100°55'53" E on Kham island. This island is surrounded by well..
developed fringing reefs on both northwestern and so~theastem sides at a depth ranging
from 2.0 to 7.0 meters below LLW. On the northwestern side the coral reef is
characterized by the various species of Acropora spp. and on the southeastern side,
Montipora sp. is a dominant species.
Sattahip station 12.is located on Yoh Island at latitude 12°36'59" Nand
longitude 100°'52'42" E. The fringing reefs occur on both northern and western sides of
this island. A fringing reef with a higher density of coral occurs on the western side of
the island at a depth of2.0 to 5.0 meters below LLW. On the western side where the line
transects were laid, a high e~ergy rocky shoreline is exposed to strong tidal current and
occasionally to monsoonal wind-generated waves. The corals found on this station are









Figure 6. Study stations in the Sattahip region.
The transect known'as Sattahip station 13 is located on the north-west side
of Samaesan Island at latitude 12°35'03" N and longitude 100°56'38" E. The living
corals and other marine benthos are patchy and scattered on coral debris and a sand
bottom on this unhealthy fringing reef at 2.0 to 3.0 meters ofdepth below LLW.
The transect called Sattahip station 14 is located at latitude 12°35'2T' N
and longitude 100°57'38" E on the northwest side ofRaet Island. The coral reef occurs
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around the island approximately 35 meters away from shoreline, 2.5 meters below LLW.
The reef is mainly dominated by Porites spp.
Due to the problem of being unable to find the exact locations of some of the
former (1995) line transects for which the geographical co-ordinates were received from
non-differential GPS (Global Positioning System) new locations for some 1997 transects
were established as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Transect numbers, names and status of match on the three examinations of 1995,
1997 and 1998.
1995 transects 1997 transects 1998 transects
Sichang station 1 new (same general location) matched to 1997 transect
Tai Tamun Island
Sichang station 2 matched matched
Sichang Island E-Side (two 20-meter transects) (two 20-meter transects)
Sichang station 3 matched matched
Sichang Island W-Side
Sichang station 4 new (same general location) matched to 1997 transect
Sampanju Island only one 20-meter transect only one 20-meter transect
Sichang station 5 matched matched.
Lan Dokmai Island
Pattaya station 6 new (on windward side) matched to 1997 transect
Nok Island
Pattaya station 7 matched matched
Krok Island
Pattaya station 8 new (same general location) matched to 1997 transect
Lan Island (W-Side)
Pattaya station 9 new (on the opposite side) matched to 1997 transect
lun Island
Pattaya station 10 not examined matched to 1995 transect
Sak Island
Sattahip station 11 matched matched
Kham Island
Sattahip station 12 matched matched
Yah Island
Sattahip station 13 new location matched to 1997 transect
Samaesan Island




Seven categories were utilized for the delineation of reef components. These were
Porites, Acropora, faviid corals, other living coral, other sessile organism, dead coral and
abiotic components. Species level discrimination of scleractinians was not used for
categories to avoid the potential problem involving misidentification of corals to species.
Coral taxonomy in the Indo-Pacific still remains problematic (Veron, 1995). Percent
cover of any category was then calculated by summation of percent cover for member
units of that category.
In order to classify the coral community structures, a Hierarchical Cluster (Single
Linkage Clustering) Analysis was performed using the Multivariate Statistical Package
(MVSP) Version 2.2 (MVSP Inc.). The analysis was based on comparison between
transect stations. This procedure involved computation of Euclidean distance of percent
cover ofcommon reef components. The classification of a coral reef community is based
upon the Euclidean distance matrix and dendrogram derived from the cluster analysis.
Note that only the data set obtained from the 1995 sampling was used.
To determine the significance of time-dependent change in percent coverage of
the reef components in comparison between 1995, 1997 and 1998 samplings, a statistical
analysis of General Linear Model Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance was executed
using SPSS Version 7.5.1 (SPSS Inc.). This statistical procedure was described by
Bythell, Bythell and Gladfelter (1993). The Repeated Measures ANOVA was performed
on each reef component separately. Transects were treated as independent replicates
according to their coral reef community structures (reef types) as determined from cluster
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analysis. Reef types and localities were defined as fixed factors. Prior to statistical
testing, units of percent cover were transformed using a square root transformation
(Montebon, 1992). The equation for square foot-transformation is expressed by:
Transformed value = ~(Totallength ofcategoryITotal length of transect)
Statistical tests on three-year comparisons were performed on stations 2, 3, 5, 7,
II and 12 only because the other 1995 transect locations were not matched.
Two-year comparisons were done on all thirteen stations with 1997-98 matched
transects. Station 10 was excluded because transects from 1995 and 1998 only were
matched.
Assignment of the Conservation Values
In this study, the R-S-C ternary diagram technique introduced by Edinger and
Risk, 1998 was used for reef status assessment. Results of this technique can be used in
reef management. The technique involved plotting coral reefs on the R-S-C ternary
diagram (r-K-S ternary diagram of Edinger and Risk, 1998) according to the relative
abundance (percent area cover) of the coral components and their life strategies. The
Acropora component is defined as classical r-strategist or ruderal (R). The Porites and
faviid coral components are defined as classical K-strategists or stress-tolerators (8).
Finally, the other living coral component which includes branching non-Acropora corals,
foliose corals and other massive and submassive corals is defined as competitive
strategist (C). Use of a linear scale (living coral cover) to estimate conservation value
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may' be misleading because it ignores knowledge about the role of disturbance,
competition and stress in regulating coral species diversity (Karlson and Hurd, 1993).




PART A: DISTRIBUTIONS OF SPECIES SPECIES DIVERSITY AND
COl\'lMUNITY TYPES
Distribution of Species
Table 2 lists the Anthozoan species that occur on each study station. The
numbering corresponds approximately with the distance of the station from the head of
the inner Gulf of Thailand. Some occurrence trends are evident from the table. Porites
spp. occur on every reef These are the massive forms of P. lutea, P. lobata and P.
australiensis which are almost impossible to differentiate in the field (Veron, 1986) when
they co-occur as is the case in the Gulf of Thailand. P£!cillopora damicomis, the "hardy,
widespread, common and polymorphic species" (Veron, 1986) occurs on almost all reefs.
The Family Acroporidae was found to be the most diverse family with thirty-four species
recorded. The distribution ranges of most species belonging to the Family Acroporidae
are restricted within the Pattaya and Sattahip regions. The most common species of
acroporid corals found on most reefs are Acropora millepora, A. formosa and A.
hyacinthus. The other family commonly found in this study is the Family Faviidae whose
member species are widely distributed on all reefs but usually with low area cover. The
common faviid species are Platygyra daedillea, P. sinensis, P. lamel/ina, Favia favus, F.
speciosa and Favites abdita. Other minority species occurring on most reefs are Pavona
spp, Fungiafungites, Galaxeafascicularis and Symphyllia sp.
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Table 2. Species list of scleractiniancorals and other anthozoans found on 14 study
stations offChonburi Province, the inner Gulf of Thailand (P: species present).
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Pocilloporidae Pocillopora damicornis P P P P P P P P P P P
Acroporidae A/ontipora digitata P
lv10ntipora ejjlorescens P P P P P P
A1ontipora foliosa P P P P
A/ontipora incrassata P P P P P
Afontipora informis P
l\11ontipora sp. P P
A/ontipora spongodes P




Acropora austera P P
Acropora cytherea P
Acropora dendrum P P P
Acropora elseyi P
Acropora florida P P P
Acroporaformosa P P P P P P P
Acropora grandis P P P P
Acropora horrida P
Acropora humilis P P P P P
Acropora hyacinthus P P P P P P P
Acropora lovelli P P
Acropora millepora P P P P P P P P
Acropora nobillis P P
Acropora samonensis P P
Acropora selago P P
Acropora spicifera P P P
Acropora spiciosa P P P
Acropora stoddarti P
Acropora subu.lata P P
Acropora tenuis P P P P
Acropora valida P P
Acropora vaughani P
Astreopora ocellata P P
Poritidae Porites lichen P P
Porites spp. P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
Goniopora culumna P P P
Goniopora djiboutiensis P P P P
A lveopora sp. P
Siderastreidae Psamocora contigu.a P P P P P P P
Coscinaraea montle P
Agariciidae Pavona decussata P P P P P
Pavona explanulata P
Pavona lata P P P P P P P P P P
Coe/oceris mayerii P
Leptoseris sp. P P
Fungiidae Fungia echinata P P P
Fungia fungites P P P P P P P
Fungia moJuccensis P
flmgia scutaria P P
Lithophyllon sp. P
Oculinidae Galaxea fascicularis P P P P P P P P
Mussidae Lobophyllia sp. P P P
Symphyllia sp. P P P P P P P P P P
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Table 2 (continued)
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Faviidae Favia amicorum P P
Favia fCfVUS P P P P P P P P P P
Favia maxima P P P P P P P
Favia pallida P
Favia rotumana P
Favia sp_ P P P P P P P
Favia speciosa P P P P P P
Favites abdita P P P P P P P P P P
Favites flexuosa P
Favites halicora P P
Favites sp_ P P P P P
Goniastrea aspera P P P P P P P
Goniastrea australensis P P
Goniastrea edward'Si P
Goniastrea favulus P P P
Goniastrea pectinata P
Goniastrea reti/ormis P P P P P P P
Goniastrea sp_ P P P P P
Platygyra daedalea P P P P P P P P P P P P P
Platygyra lameUina P P P P P P P P P P P P




Echinopora lamellosa P P P P P
Dendrophylliidae Turbinaria frondens P P
Turbinaria mol/is P P
Turbinaria peltata P
Other Anthozoans Zooanthus P P P P P P P
Palythoa sp_ P P P P P P
Sea anemone (unidentified) P P P P P P
Soft corals (unidentified) P P P P
Because th~ Family Acroporidae IS one of majpr reef-builder families (Veron,
1986) and in this study shows the highest species richness. it is worthwhile to examine its
regional pattern of distribution. An additional statistical analysis of linear regression was
performed between species number and distance from the four main rivers (using SPSS
Statistical Software Version 7,5,1). Acroporid corals in stations 13 and 14 were excluded
from this analysis because those reefs have been severely damaged by human activities.
Statistics revealed a highly significant, positive correlation between species numbers in
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the Family Acroporidae and the distance from the rivers (Figure 7) with R2 = 0.7298 (df=
1, Fregression == 13.77, P = 0.004). The number of acroporid corals increases appreciably as
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Figure 7. The relationship between species diversity (Number of species) of the Family
Acroporidae and the distance from four main rivers at the uppermost area of
the Gulf of Thailand plus offshore distance. Stations 13 and 14 in the Sattahip
Region where reefs are affected by human-induced impact are omitted. From
an additional analysis of linear regression the trend line of increase in number
of species of the Family Acroporidae over distance from freshwater discharge
is shown with R2 == 0.7298.
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Cominunity Types
Figure 8 is a dendrogram representing the classification of the coral communities
based on a Euclidean distance (dissimilarity) matrix constructed on the basis of percent
coverage of major reef components. This subdiyision reflects three quite different types
of coral communities, which are referred to as:
Group 1. Porites dominated reefs (Station 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13 and 14)
Group 2. Zoantharian dominated reefs (Station 2, 4)
Group 3. Acropora dominated reefs, and (Station 8, 9, 11 and 12).
Although zoantharians are not corals, these colonial anemones can be a major component
of a coral community. Species composition of these coral communities is shown in Table
2 and it indicates that there is considerable overlap in the species composition of
communities. Most however are easily differentiated based on their dominant component.
The fourteen reefs of the study stations were categorized as per dominant
component. Stations 1 to 7, 10, 13 and 14 are characterized by the dominance of Porites
spp and clustered with a dissimilarity of77.22.
Stations- 2 and 4 are a subgroup of the Porites dominated reefs. A high proportion
of cover by Palythba and Zoanthu~ in combination with a low percent coverage of living
corals and high proportion of dead coral in stations 2 and 3 except, only low coral
coverage with large area coverage of dead corals in station 13 results in the separation of
this subgroup from the Porites dominated reefs. Dissimilarity of these Zoantharian
dominated reefs (stations 2 and 4) is 57.8.
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The remaining group whose reefs are characterized by the dominance of
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Figure 8. Dendrogram represents a classification of coral reef community structures on
14 study stations located off Chonburi Province. Single linkage hierarchical
clustering was used to construct the dendrogram, which is based on between-
station comparison ofEuclidean distances (dissimilarity) as determined by the
SPSS statistical package.
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PART B: OVERALL TEMPORAL VARIATION OF REEF COMPONENTS
The statistical analysis of "Repeated Measure ANOVA" was used for determining
the significance of change in percent area cover of each reef component. It was
performed separately on the six, all-matched stations and the thirteen, 1997-98 matched
stations. There are only two stations (Stations 2 and 4) whose reefs are dominated
primarily by zoantharians, and Station 2 is only all-matched station. The number of
replication wilhin this reef type is statistically insufficient to detect significance of time-
dependent change in percent cover. It is reasonable to include these stations with Porites-
dominated reefs. On the basis of the all-matched station comparison, the numbers of
replicates within reef types were 2 and 4 for Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs
respectively. There are 13 stations which are 1997-98 ~atched. The numbers of replicates
within reeftypes for the 1997-98 comparison are 3 stations for Acropora-dominated reefs
and 10 stations for Porites-dominated reefs. The survey of all-matched stations extended
over three years and only six stations were all-matched. Any statistically-detected
significant change in coverage of reef components may not be representative of coral
communities in the inner Gulf of Thailand in terms of the spatial scale. A two-year
comparison betwe'en 1997-98 matched stations with 13 replicates, on the other hand,
should better depict the overall pattern of temporal change of reef components. From the
statistical results, it is apparent that different types of reef components have undergone
different patterns of short-term changes throughout the survey period in respect of
relative abundance (percent area cover).
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Total living corals (a combination of all coral components)
In all-matched stations percent area cover of total living corals on four reefs out of
six increased between 3% and 11% but this did not result in a statistically significant
change over the three-year period (Table 3 and Figure 9a). The lack of statistical
significance was thought possibly to be due to an anthropogenically-caused decline in
area cover of living corals in station 11 as well as a naturally-caused decline in station 7.
Omitting stations 7 and 11 from additional statistical testing (Repeated Measure
ANOVA), reveals a, highly significant change over time in percent cover of total living
corals (d! = 2, F = 11.500, P = 0.009). Overall mean percent cover for four stations
increased from 55.6% in 1995 to 57.0% in 1997 and to 62.3% in 1998.
In 1997-98 matched stations, comparison of time-de.pendent changes in percent
area cover of total living corals was statistically significant. Time-dependent effects on
different reef types were also statistically significant (Table 4). Between 1997 and 1998
the overall average percent cover of total living corals increased appreciably from 50.4%
to 53.0% (Figure 9b). A major contribution to the increase was from rapid expansion of
Acropora-dominated reefs whose mean percent cover rapidly increased from 48.8% to
56.6% (Figure 9dj. Average perc~nt cover of total living corals in Porites-dominated
reefs also increased slightly with cover of50.0% in 1997 and 51.8% in 1998 (Figure 9d).
There are also no significant differences in' area coverage of total living corals between
Acropora-dominated reefs and Porites-dominated reefs (Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 3. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANaVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of total living
corals in overall comparison and between reef type comparison (Acropora-
and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on all-matched
stations (ntotal = 6 stations). Because there was only a single replicate in the
Pattaya region, the effect of time on change in percent cover within localities
could not be assessed.
Source Type ill Sum of Squares df Mean FSquare p
YEARS 3.737E-03 2 1.869E-03 1.539 0.272
YEARS x REEF TYPES 5.958E-03 2 2.979E-03 2.454 0.148
REEF TYPES 3.928E-02 1 3.928E-02 0.807 0.420
Error (YEARS) 9.712E-03 8 1.214E-03
Error (REEF TYPES) 0.195 4 4;865E-02
*p~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
Table 4. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining significance
of time-dependent change in percent area cover of total living corals in overall
comparison, between reef type comparison (Acropora- and Porites-dominated
reefs) and between locality comparison (Sichang, Pattaya and Sattahip regions).
Statistical testing was performed on 1997-9'8 matched stations (n total = 13
stations).
Source Type ill Sum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 6.985E-03 1 6.985E-03 6.799 0.031*
YEARS x REEF TYPES 6.244E-03 1 6.244E-03 6.078 0.039*
YEARS x LOCALITIES 2.806E-03 2 1.403E-03 1.366 0.309
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 7.076E-04 1 7.076E-04 0.689 0.431
REEF TYPES 9.131£-05 1 9.131£-05 0.003 0.956
LOCALITIES - 7. 191E-02 2 3.595E-02 1.250 0.337
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 0.138 1 0.138 4.801 0.060
Error (YEARS) 8.218E-03 8 1.021£-03
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.230 8 2.876E-02




An increase in area cover of the Acropora component occurred in three all-
matched stations, a decrease occurred in stations 3 and 11 and no Acropora component
occurred on the transect in station 5. The increase in the Acropora component ranged
from 5% to 9% over three years. A nadir of decline in Acropora cover, however, was
measured in station 11 in 1997 where the initial Acropora cover had been 48.9% and
decreased to 21.7% in 1997. At the end of this study, it was re-measured to increase to
25.6% of the transect area. No significant change in percent area cover in the Acropora
component over time' was detected on all-matched stations (Table 5).
Despite that, in a comparison of 1997-98 matched stations, overall the Acropora
component coverage significantly increased over time and significant time-dependent
change in coverage of Acropora between localities was also detected (Table 6). Overall
mean area coverage ofAcropora component for 1997-98 matched stations increased from
9.1% to 12.4% between 1997 and 1998 (Figure lOb). As for the effect of time on change
in Acropora coverage between localities, means for Acropora increased from 3.2% to
11.3% in Pattaya and from 24.0% to 27.3% in Sattahip. It declined slightly from 2.0% to
1.4% in the Sichang Islands (Figure lOt).
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Table 5. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Acropora
component in overall comparison and between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on
all-matched stations (n total = 6 stations). Because there was only a single
replicate (Station 7 Krok Island) in the Pattaya region, the effect of time on
change in percent cover within localities could not be assessed.
Source T e m Sum of S uares df MeanS uare F
YEARS 4. 185E-03 2 2.093E-03 0.305 0.745
YEARS x REEF TYPES 1.888E-Q2 2 9.442£-03 1.375 0.307
REEF TYPES 1.472 1 1.472 28.409 0.006*
Error (YEAR) 5.493E-02 8 6.866E-03
Error EFTYPES 0.207 4 5. 181E-02
p* ~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
Table 6. Statistical results ofRepeated Measures ANOVA for determining significance of
time-dependent change in percent area cover ofAcropora component in overall
comparison, between reeftype comparison (Acropora- and Porites-dominated
reefs) and between locality comparison (Sichang, Pattaya and Sattahip regions).
Statistical testing was performed on 1997-98 matched stations (n total = 13
stations)
Source TypemSumof df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 2.250E-02 1 2.250E-02 11.704 0.009*
YEARS x REEF TYPES 9.876E-Q4 1 9.876E-04 0.514 0.494
YEARS x LOCALITIES 4.527E-Q2 2 2.263E-Q2 11.773 0.004*
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 3.449E-Q4 1 3.449E-04 0.179 0.683
REEF TYPES 0.423 1 0.423 12.115 0.008*
LOCALITIES 6.933E-02 2 3.466E-02 0.993 0.412
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 0.181 1 0.181 5.183 0.052
Error (YEARS) 1.538E-02 8 1.923E-Q3
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.279 8 3.490E-02




Over the three-year period, time-dependent change in area cover of the Porites
component was not statistically significant on all-matched stations (Table 7). Four
stations out of six all-matched stations exhibited an increase in area cover of Porites
component with additional coverage ranging from 1% to 5%. A single station (station 5)
exhibited a continuous increase in area cover of the Porites component with percent
cover being of47.1%, 51.6% and 62.0% in 1995, 1997 and 1998 respectively.
In the overall comparison between 1997-98 matched stations, a significant, time-
dependent change in Porites coverage was detected. Overall average percent cover of the
Porites component increased slightly from 29.0% to 30.0% between 1997 and 1998
(Figure 11b). A significant time-dependent change in area coverage of Porites between
reef types was also detected (Table 8). The Porites compone~t gradually extended its
coverage from 37.0% to 38.3% in the reefs dominated by Porites (Figure 36d).
Conversely, in Acropora-dominated reefs area cover of the Porites component was
considerably reduced from 4.12% to 0.9010 between 1997 and 1998 (Figure lId). The
effect ofovergrowth by Acropora -was evident in all Acropora-dominated reefs especially
station 12 with its high density of tabulate and branching forms ofAcropora.
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Table 7, Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Porites
component in overall comparison and between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on
all-matched stations (n total = 6 stations). Because there was only a single
replicate in the Pattaya region, the effect of time on change in percent cover
within localities could not be assessed
Source Type ill Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p
YEARS 2.366E-03 2 1. 183E-03 0.502 0.623
YEARS x REEF TYPES 5.066E..03 2 2.533E-03 1.075 0.386
REEF TYPES 1.027 1 1.027 36.358 0.004*
Error (YEARS) 1.884E-02 8 2.356E-03
Error (REEF TYPES) 0.113 4 2.825E-02
p* S 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
I·~a.ble 8.. Statistical results ofRepeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance oftime-dependent change in percent area ~over ofPorites
component in overall comparison, between reef type comparison (Acropora and
Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality comparison (Sichang, Pattaya
and Sattahip regions). Statistical testing was performed on 1997-98 matched
stations (n total = 13 stations).
Source Type m Sum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 1.451E-02 1 1.451E-02 8.107 0.022*
YEARS x REEF-TYPES 1.006E-02 1 1.006E-02 5.619 0.045*
YEARS x WCALITIES 1.520E-02 2 7.602E-03 4.248 0.055
YEARS REEF TYPEs x LOCALITIES' 1.855E-03 1 1.855E-03 1.036 0.338
REEF TYPES 0.520 1 0.520 24.028 0.001*
LOCALITIES 8.812E-02 2 4.406E-02 2.034 0.193
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 8.207E-03 1 8.207E-03 0.379 0.555
Error (YEARS) 1.432E-02 8 1.790E-Q3
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.173 8 2. 166E-02
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Figure 11. Mean percent cover (± C.I.) ofPorites component on all-matched stations
.. (A-ms) and 1997-98 matched stations (97-98) over three years.
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Faviid coral component
Faviid corals were encountered as a minority coral component on most reefs
studied. They occupied between 1% and 14% of reef area. The 1997 transect in Sattahip
station 13 is where faviid corals are most abundant. There are no significant differences
in percent cover offaviid corals between reeftypes and localities (Tables 9 and 10).
In a comparison between all-matched stations over three years, statistical results
reveals a significant, time-related change in percent cover of the faviid coral component
(Table 9). Overall mean percent area cover offaviid corals was measured as 5.7% in the
1995 survey and declined to in 1997 4.8% and 3.6% in 1998 (Figure 12a). Because of
high variance within surveys, results for 1997-98 matched stations showed no significant
difference between mean percent cover offaviid corals in 1997 and 1998 surveys (Table
10) though mean percent cover offaviid corals on 1997-98 matched stations still shows a
reduction over time from 5.1% in 1997 to 3.4% in 1998 (Figure 12b).
Table 9. Statistical results of ,Repeated Measures ANaVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Faviid coral
component in overall comparison and between reef type comparison
(Acropora and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on
all-matched stations (n'total = 6 stations). Because there was only a single
replicate in the Pattaya, the effect time on change in percent cover within
localities could not be assessed.
Source T e m Sum ofS uares df
YEARS 9.335E-03 2
YEARS x REEF TYPES 4. 1o5E..()3 2
REEF TYPES 7.225E-04 I
Error (YEARS) 7.270E-Q3 8
Error EF TYPES 5.288E-Q2 4












Table 10. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change 'in percent area cover of Faviid coral
component in overall comparison, between reef type comparison (Acropora
and Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality comparison (Sichang,
Pattaya and Sattahip regions). Statistical testing was performed on 1997-98
matched stations (n total = 13 stations).
Source Type mSum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 2. 128E-03 1 2. 128E-03 1.229 0.300
YEARS x REEF TYPES 6.074E-Q4 1 6.074E-Q4 0.351 0.570
YEARS x LOCALITIES I.080E-03 2 5.400E-Q4 0.312 0.741
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 1.605E~3 1 1.605E-03 0.927 0.364
REEF TYPES 3.815E-Q4 1 3.815E-04 0.031 0.864
LOCALITIES 7.049E-03 2 3.525E-03 0.288 0.757
REEF TYPES x LOCALITmS 7.621E-04 1 7.621E-Q4 0.062 0.809
Error (YEARS) 1.385E-Q2 8 1.732E-03
Error (REEF TYPES with WCALITIES) 9.793E-Q2 8 1.224E-Q2
p* S; 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
Other living coral component
As with the faviid coral component, the other living coral component was
encountered on the reefs as a minority component. It included uncommon species of
corals with percent covers ranging from 0.4% to 400AJ.
Possibly because variances among samples are relatively high, no significant
time-related changes in percent cover of the other living" coral components were detected
on either all-matched or 1997-98 matched stations (Tables 11 and 12). Despite lack of
significance, a comparison of mean percent cover of other living coral on both al1-
matched stations and 1997-98 stations reveals a gradual increment. Mean percent cover
on all-matched stations was 4.6%, 6.2% and 7.4% in 1995, 1997 and 1998 respectively
(Figure 13a). Mean percent cover of this component on the 1997-98 matched stations
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was 6.9% in 1997 and increased to 7.5% in 1998 (Figure 13b). Additionally, there was no
significant difference in the other living coral component coverage between reef types
and between localities nor between different reef types within localities (Tables 11 and
12).
Table 11. Statistical results ofRepeated Measures ANOYA for determining the
significance oftime-dependent change in percent area cover ofOther living
coral component in overall comparison and between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on
all-matched stations (n total = 6 stations). Because there was only a single
replicate (Station 7 Krok Island) in the Pattaya, the effect of time on change in
percent cover within localities could not be assessed.
Source Type m Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p
YEARS 8.247E-03 2 4. 124E-03 1.685 0.245
YEARS x REEF TYPES 6.968E-03 2 3.484E-03 1.424 0.296
REEF TYPES 1.984E-02 1 1.984E-02 0.273 0.629
Error (YEARS) 1.958E-02 8 2.447E-03
Error (REEF TYPES) 0.290 4 7.255E-02
p* ~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
Table 12. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOYA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Other living
coral component in overall comparison, between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality comparison
(Sichang, Pattaya and Sattahip regions). Statistical testing was performed on
1997-98 matched stations (ntotal = 13 stations).
Source Type mSum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 2.899E-03 1 2.899E-03 0.427 0.532
YEARS x REEF TYPES 4.685E-04 1 4.685E-04 0.069 0.799
YEARS x LOCALITIES 1.695E-03 2 8.474E-04 0.125 0.884
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES· 2.267E-QS 1 2.267E-oS 0.003 0.955
REEF TYPES 4. 155E-03 I 4. 155E-03 0.111 0.748
LOCALITIES 2.437E-Q2 2 1.218E-02 0.324 0.732
REEF TYPES x LOCALITRS 5.714E-03 1 5.714E-03 0.152 0.707
Error (YEARS) 5.429E-02 8 6.787E"()3
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.301 8 3.757E·02
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Figure 12. Mean percent cover (± C.I.) ofFaviid coral component on all-matched
stations (A-ms) and 1997-98 stations (97-98) over three years.
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Other sessile organism component
No significant, time-dependent changes were detected in overall percent cover of
the other sessile organism component on either all-matched or 1997-98 matched stations
(Tables 13 and 14). Overall percent cover of the other sessile organism component in
respect to all-matched stations was 9.2%, 6.2% and 7.6% in 1995, 1997 and 1998
respectively (Figure 14a). Nonetheless, there was a significant change of percent cover of
this component within reef types on the basis ofthe 1997-98 matched station comparison.
Mean coverage of this component on Acropora-dominated reefs was 18.8% in 1997and
5.6% in 1998 (Figure 14b). A rapid reduction ofzoantharians covering dead corals on the
Acroporid reef of Pattaya station 8 contributed in a major way to the decline. Cover on
this reef was originally 53.2% but it declined to 5.3%. In contrast, the average percent
cover of other sessile organisms on Porites-dominated reefs ~as relatively unchanged
5.6% and 5.4% in 1997 and 1998 (Figure 14b).
Most of the other sessile organisms (e.g. zoantharians, benthic macroalgae, soft
corals and encrusting sponges) are either sporadically distributed or widely scattered
throughout the reefs. As well, expansion and contraction of area cover are likely seasonal
and partially determined by predatory effects.
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Table 13. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time dependent change in percent area cover of Other sessile
organism component in overall comparison and between reef type
comparison (Acropora and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was
performed on all-matched stations (n total = 6 stations). Because there was
only a single replicate in the Pattaya, the effect time on change in percent
cover within localities could not be assessed.
Source T e m Sum of S uares
YEARS 1.875E-02
YEARS x REEF TYPES 4.550E-Q3
REEF TYPES 3.484E-03
Error (YEARS) 3.118E-02
Error EF TYPES 0.537
p* ~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.










Table 14. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Other sessile
organism component in overall comparison, between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality comparison
(Sichang, Pattaya and Sattahip. Statistical testing was performed on 1997-98
matched stations (n total = 13 stations).
Source Type ill Sum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 2.952E-02 1 2.952E-02 2.233 0.173
YEARS x REEF TYPES 7.712E-02 1 7.712E-02 5.832 0.042*
YEARS x LOCALITIES 9.506E-02 2 4.753E-02 3.594 0.077
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 5.630E-02 1 5.630E-02 4.258 0.073
REEF TYPES 0.142 1 0.142 2.983 0.122
LOCALITIES 0.191 2 9.540E-02 2.004 0.197
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 3.409E-02 1 3.409E-02 0.716 0.422
Error (YEARS) 0.106 8 1.322E-02
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.381 8 4.761E-02
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Figure 14. Percent area cover of other sessile organism component on all-matched
stations (A-ms) and 1997-98 matched stations (97-98) over three years.
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Dead coral component
There was no significant change in overall cover of dead coral over time on the
all-matched stations (Table 15). On 1997-98 matched stations there was a time-dependent
significant change in overall dead coral coverage as well as a significant, change between
localities over time (Table 16). The overall average of percent cover of dead coral on
1997-98 matched stations increased from 18.5% to 22.0% (Figure 15b) as a result of
rapid increment of dead coral cover in both the Sichang Islands (from 5.4% to 13.7%)
and Pattaya (fromI3.2% to 26.3%) (Figure 1St). Sattahip on the other hand, exhibited a
declining trend from 40.2% to 28.0% (Figure 1St). Of the 1997-98 matched stations three
reefs in Sichang Islands (in stations 1, 2 and 4) exhibited a rapid increment of dead coral
cover. The increment was not a result of coral die-off but of movement of coral debris by
wind-generated waves and water current. Similar effects were also observed in Pattaya
stations 6, 8 and 9. In contrast, the increase in area cover of living corals was partially
responsible of the reduction in area cover of dead coral in Sattahip stations 11, 12 and 13.
Table 15. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Dead coral
component in overall comparison and between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on
all-matched stations (n total == 6 stations). Because there was only a single
replicate in the Pattaya, the ~ffect of time on change in percent cover within
localities could not be assessed.
Source Type m Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p
YEARS 2.237E-03 2 1. 119E-03 0.157 0.857
YEARS x REEF TYPES 4.205E-02 2 2.102E-02 2.949 0.110
REEF TYPES 3.077E-02 1 3.071£-02 0.390 0.566
Error (YEARS) 5~704E-02 8 7. 129E-03
Error (REEF TYPES) 0.316 4 7.900E-02
p*:s: 0.05~ statistically significant at 0.051evel.
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Table 16. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Dead coral
component in overall comparison, between reef type comparison (Acropora
and Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality comparison (Sichang,
Pattaya and Sattahip regions). Statistical testing was performed on 1997-98
matched stations (ntotal =13 stations).
Source Type ill Sum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 6.676E-02 1 6.676E-02 5.481 0.047*
YEARS x REEF TYPES 3.299E-02 1 3.299E-02 2.709 0.138
YEARS x LOCALITIES 0.138 2 6.876E-02 5.645 0.030*
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 2.078E-02 1 2.078E"()2 1.706 0.228
REEF TYPES 1.366E-03 1 1.366E-03 0.026 0.875
LOCALITIES 0.305 2 0.153 2.958 0.109
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 2.832E-02 1 2.832E-02 0.549 0.480
Error (YEARS) 9.745E-Q2 8 1.218E-02
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.413 8 5. 162E-02
p *~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
Abiotic component
Statistical results reveals that there was no significant change in overall percent
cover in the abiotic component over the three-year period on all-matched stations nor on
1997-98 matched stations (Tables 17 and 18). However, significant change over time
between localities was detected in 1997-98 matched stations (Table 18). In Sichang
Island and Patt~ya, mean percent cover of the ·abiotic component was 30.0% and 27.0%
and decreased to 21.2% and 21.8%,respectively (Figure. 16f). In Sattahip, mean percent
cover of abiotic component increased from 8.1% to 15.6% (Figure 16f). The fluctuation
occurring in individual reefs was measured and ranged between 4% and 19%. In most
cases change in area cover of the abiotic component was due the movement of sand and
silt. Cover of this component can fluctuate widely over short periods depending on
direction and intensity of localIseasonaI winds, waves and water currents.
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Table 17. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of Abiotic
component in overall comparison and between reef type comparison
(Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was performed on
all-matched stations (n total = 6 stations). Because there was only a single
replicate in the Pattaya region, the effect of time on change in percent cover
within localities could not be assessed.
Source Type m Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p
YEARS 4.458E-03 2 2.229E-03 0.559 0.593
YEARS x REEF TYPES 3.061E-Q3 2 1.531E-Q3 0.384 0.693
REEF TYPES 0.419 1 0.419 3.035 0.156
Error (YEARS) 3. 189E-02 8 3.986E-03
Error (REEF TYPES) 0.552 4 0.138
p* ~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
Table 18. Statistical results ofRepeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance oftime-dependent change in percent area cover ofAbiotic
component in overall comparison, between reef type comparison (Acropora-
and Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality comparison (Sichang,
Pattaya and Sattahip regions). Statistical testing was performed on 1997-98
matched stations (ntotal = 13 stations).
Source Type m Sum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 2.441E-Q4 1 2.441E-04 0.058 0.816
YEARS x REEF TYPES 5.716E-03 1 5.716E-03 1.352 0.279
YEARS x LOCALITIES 4.470E-02 2 2.235E-02 5.284 0.034*
YEARS x REEF TYPES x WCALITIES 1.899E-03 1 1.899E-03 0.449 0.522
REEF TYPES 0.115 1 0.115 1.822 0.214
LOCALITIES 9.086E-02 2 4.543E-02 0.717 0.517
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 0.137 1 0.137 2.157 0.180
Error (YEARS) 3.384E-02 8 4.230E-03
Error (REEF TYPES with WCALITIES) . 0.507 8 6.338E-02
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Figure 16. Mean percent area cover (± C.l.) of Abiotic component on all-matched stations
(A-ms) and 1997-98 matched stations (97-98) over three years.
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Dead coral/abiotic combination
There were no significant changes over time in overall percent cover in the dead
coral/abiotic combination on both all-matched and 1997-98 matched stations (Tables 19
and 20). Nonetheless, change over time was detected when comparisons between reef
types and comparisons between reef type within localities were done on 1997-98 matched
stations (Table 20). In respect to localities, mean percent cover of dead coraVabiotic
combination increased from 40.1% to 48.2% in Pattaya; decreased from 48.3% to 43.4%
in Sattahip but seemingly remained unchanged with coverage of 35.6% and 34.9%
Sichang (Figure 17f). When mean percent cover of dead coraVabiotic combination
between reef types between localities were compared, only Acropora-dominated reefs in
Pattaya and Sattahip exhibited change in the cover of dead coraVabiotic combination.
Acroporid reef in Pattaya exhibited an increasing trend in mean _percent cover of the dead
coraVabiotic combination from 26.6% to 62.5% while Sattahip, in contrast, showed a
reduction from 35.2% to 25.4% during 1997-1998.
Table 19. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of dead
coraVabiotic combination in overall comparison and between reef type
comparison (Acropora and Porites-dominated reefs). Statistical testing was
performed on all-matched stations (n total = 6 stations). Because there was
only a single replicate in the Pattaya region, the effect time on change in
percent cover within localities could not be assessed.
Source T ill Sum of S uares df MeanS uare F
YEARS 1.421E-Q2 2 7.103E-03 2.250 0.168
YEARS x REEF TYPES 1.435£-02 2 7. 174E-03 2.272 0.165
REEF TYPES 6.726E-Q2 1 6.726E-02 2.206 0.212
Error (YEARS) 2.526E-Q2 8 3.151£-03
Error EFTYPES 0.122 4 3.049E-02
p* ~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
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Table 20. Statistical results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for determining the
significance of time-dependent change in percent area cover of dead
coraVabiotic combination in overall comparison, between reef type
comparison (Acropora- and Porites-dominated reefs) and between locality
comparison (Sichang, Pattaya and Sattahip). Statistical testing was performed
on 1997·98 matched stations (ntotal = 13 stations).
Source Type m Sum of df Mean FSquares Square p
YEARS 8.690E-03 1 8.690E-03 5.209 0.052
YEARS x REEF TYPES 8.638E-Q3 1 8.638E-Q3 5.178 0.052
YEARS x LOCALITIES 2.513E-02 2 1.257E.Q2 1.532 0.014*
YEARS x REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 2.873E.Q2 1 2.873E-02 17.221 0.003*
REEF TYPES 6. 155E-02 1 6. 155E-02 2.560 0.148
LOCALITIES 8.294E-02 2 4.147E-Q2 1.725 0.238
REEF TYPES x LOCALITIES 5.643E-02 1 5.643E-02 2.347 0.164
Error (YEARS) 1.335E-02 8 1.668E-03
Error (REEF TYPES with LOCALITIES) 0.192 8 2.404E-02
p* ~ 0.05; statistically significant at 0.05 level.
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PART C: WITHIN REEF VARIATION
Sichang Station 1 (Tai Tamun Island)
Sichang station 1 transect is located on the seaward side of Tai Tamun Island
where the coral reef is exposed directly to the southwest monsoon during the May to
September wet season (Stansfield and Garrett, 1997). The coral reef occurs at a depth of
0.5 to 5.0 m below LLW. Colonies of scleractinian corals grow mainly on primary
igneous rock which supports reef formation in this area. Sakai et aI., (1986) reported that
on the sand bottom;. a gradient in grain size was found; sediment was sand-size and
became larger further off-reef and deeper. Secchi disc reading, sea surface temperature
and salinity during the field study were 5.4 m, 28°C and 34 %0 respectively.
Twenty-three species of ·scleractinian corals belonging to eight families were
encountered on the line transects during the investigation (Table 2). This coral
community is characterized by the massive colonies ofPorites spp. with Porites lutea, P.
australiensis and P. lobata comprising 40-50% of the surface cover (Figure 18). The
second dominant group is Faviid corals which includes Platygyra daedalea (figure 19),
P. sinensis, Favites spp. occupying 5% (Figure 20). Less dominant species were found in
the crevices betWeen Porites cplonies and included Montipora tuberculosa, M
efflorescens, Pavona decussata and Pocillopora damicornis. The predominant growth
forms of coral colonies are massive and submassive (thick-branched). These forms
tolerate exposure to high-energy wave and water currents. Although the transect was
relocated in 1997 it still represented a similar coral community structure to the original
transect with its high coverage of massive forms ofPorites spp.
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Figure 18. Coral colonies of Porites spp. (P. lutea, P. australiensis and P. lobata) the
most abundant species on Sichang station 1 transects.
Figure 19. A colony ofPlatygyra daedalea, one of the Faviid corals.
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, This coral assemblage is developed on an elevation of primary, igneous rock and
IS surrounded by silt bottom. The coral community is dominated by corallimorphic
zoantharians (colonial anemones) inhabiting almost 30% of the area (Figure 21). Most of
these zoantharians belongs to genus Zoanthus sp. The dominant group of scleractinian
corals is Porites spp. which cover approximately 25% of the area (Figure 24). An
arborescent growth form of Acropora formosa was found on 7% of the transect (Figure
22) while faviid corals including Favia maxima, F. favus, and Platygyra daedalea were
also found along the transects and comprised 2% of the cover (Figure 23). Seven species
of scleractinian coral belonging to 4 families were recorded along this transect (Table 2).
Figure 21. Colonial anemone (zoantharian) found on Sichang station 2.
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Figure 24. Percent cover of reef components on Sichang station 2 on 1995, 1997 and
1998 transects.
Sichang Station 3 (West-Side Sichang Island)
Sichang' station 3 transect is situated on the fringing reef on the west side of
Sichang main island. This fringing .reef is developed on a primary igneous rock shelf off a
steep, rocky shoreline. Soft-bottom sediment consists mainly of fragments of hard coral
skeleton and various kinds of seashell debris. Occasionally, it is exposed to southwest
monsoonal wind-generated waves. During the field studies, physical parameters were
recorded with the secchi disc reading being 5.7 m, sea surface temperature being 27°C
and salinity at the surface being 34%0.
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Figure 26. Percent cover of reef components on Sichang station 3 on 1995, 1997 and
1998 transects.
Sichang Station 4 (Sampanju Island)
Sichang'station 4 is located on Sampanju Island just north of Sichang main island.
The coral assemblage surrounding' this small island is developed on primary rock
outcrops. This assemblage represents the coral community closest to the upper Gulf of
Thailand estuary where seasonal freshwater intrusion occurs. Physical parameters were
recorded in situ. Secchi depth reading was approximately 5.4 m while sea surface
temperature and salinity were 28°C and 32%0 respectively. Soft-bottom sediment is
coarse-grain coral sand and fragmented seashell.
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The coral community is poorly developed throughout the entire reef surrounding
the island though seventeen species of scleractinian corals were found and collected on
the transects. Most abundant in terms of numbers of species within a family is the
Faviidae in which eight species were identified. This coral community is dominated by
massive colonies ofPorites spp (Figure 27).


































Sichang Station 5 (Lan Dokmai Island)
Sichang station 5 transect is situated east of Sichang main island on Lan Dokmai
Island. The coral community surrounding the island is developed on sand-bottom and
primary rock gravels. This reef has a similar structure to reef in Sichang station 1 in
which Porites spp. forms heavy mounds with less-abundant species inhabiting spaces and
overhangs between those Porites colonies. Secchi depth reading, sea surface temperature
and salinity at the surface were recorded as 6.3 m, 27°C and 340/00, respectively.
Twenty species of scleractinian corals were found and collected on the line
transects during the field trips. This reef is dominated by Porites spp (Figure 32). The
common Indo-Pacific species P. lutea, P. australiensis and P. lobata occupy
approximately 50% of the entire reef The greatest abundance in terms of number of
species within a family belongs to Faviid corals (Figures 29 and 30), thirteen species of
which were recorded. Other scleractinian corals were found including Goniopora
djiboutiensis, Pocillopora damicornis (Figure 31), Symphyllia sp. and Turbinaria mollis.
No Acropora was encountered on this transect.
Figure 29. A colony ofFavia sp. on primary rock gravel on Sichang station 5.
Figure 30. Goniastrea sp. (top right) and Favites sp. (bottom right).
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Figure 31. A colony ofPocillopora damicornis on dead coral substrate
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Figure 32. Percent cover of reef components on Sichang station 5 on 1995, 1997 and
1998 transects.
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Pattaya Station 6 (Nok Island)
Pattaya station 6 transect is located on the coral reef on the windward side ofNok
Island. This study location faces directly into southwest monsoonal wind generated
waves during the wet season as is evident from the existence of a rocky beach adjacent to
the coral reef while the opposite side of the island is characterized by sandy beach. The
coral reef is formed on a gravel and primary igneous rock foundation. Physical
parameters were measured and the secchi disc reading was 5.4 m, sea surface temperature
was 29°C and salinity at the surface was 34%0.
Fifteen species of scleractinian corals were collected on the line transects during
the study period. The most abundant families in terms of number of species was Faviidae
with six species and the second abundant family was A~roporidaewith five species found
(Table 2). Other species found included Psamocora contigua, Pocillopora damicornis
and Symphyllia sp. The scleractinian community is dominated by massive form Porites
species comprising approximately 30% of the overall area. The second dominant group,
Acropora spp. with an area cove~ of l()O/O contained mainly corymbose and arborescent
forms (Figure 33). A previous study on temporal variation of coral community on this
island by Chou et al. (1990) revealed that the community structure on leeward and
windward sides developed as a common population with a Jaccard's similarity coefficient
of 0.78. Even so, the differences between reefs represented by the 1995 transect and the
1997 transect were apparent (Figure 35). On the original transect stands of A. formosa
and large mounds of Porites spp. were observed and produced area cover of 7.4% and
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Figure 35. Percent cover of reef components on Pattaya station 6 on 1995, 1997 and 1998
transects.
Pattaya St~tion 7 (Krok Island)
Pattaya station 7 transect is located on the north side of Krok Island where the
surrounding coral reef is characterized by a coral platform of massive Porites spp. The
corals are found at the depth of approximately 2.0m below LLW. During the field
studies, the secchi disc reading, temperature and salinity at the sea surface were 5.7 m,
27°C and 32%0, respectively.
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, Twenty-seven species belonging to nine families of scleractinian corals were
encountered during the investigation (Table 2). This coral community is dominated by
Porites spp in term of percent area cover (Figure 36). It comprises almost 50% of surface
cover (Figure 37). The most abundant family in terms of number of within family species
is Faviidae in which nine species were found covering less than 5% of overall area.
Figure 36. A platform reef on Pattaya station 7 consisting ofPorites microatolls.
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Figure 37. Percent cover of reef components on Pattaya station 7 on 1995, 1997
and 1998 transects.
Pattaya Station 8 (Lan Island)
Pattaya station 8 is situated on the west side of Lan Island where the coral reef is
occasionally exposed the southwest monsoon during the wet season. This coral
community is characterized by arborescent staghorn corals of the genus Acropora
(Figures 38, 39 and 40) and extends from a depth of approximately 1.0 to 6.0 m below
LLW. The transect on this station was relocated in 1997. The coral community
determined from the 1997 transect was quite different from that determined on the
original transect. In 1997, arborescent Acropora (mostly A. formosa) formed scattered
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patch reefs on the sand bottom and dead coral substrate (Figure 40) and produced an area
cover only of 5.3% which was substantially less than the 45% coverage on the orginal
transect. Almost 50% of the area on the 1997 transect was occupied by zoantharians
primarily Zoanthus sp. which colonized dead coral and partially dead coral colonies on
the sand bottom (Figure 41.).
During field studies, secchi disc, temperature and salinity readings at sea surface
were 8.4 m, 28°C and 330/00, respectively.
Thirty-two 'species of scleractinian corals were encountered during the
investigation. The coral community is dominated by arborescent forms (mainly Acropora
formosa and A. grandis) and partially by a tabulate form ofA. hyacinthus. Acropora spp..
covered approximately 50% of the reef on the 1995 transect. The most abundant family
in terms of numbers of species within a family is also the Acroporidae with twelve
species. The second most abundant family is Faviidae of which eight species were




Pattaya Station 9 (Jun Island)
Pattaya station 9 is situated on the coral assemblage surrounding a small island.
The coral assemblage is developed at an approximate depth of 1.0 to 3.0 m below LLW
under murky conditions. The physical parameters recorded during field studies were
secchi depth, 4.5 m, sea surface temperature, 29°C and salinity at surface, 33%0.
In 1997 this transect was resituated. The original transect represented a reef area
where Acropora spp. were dominant and covering 34.0% of the area. A newly laid
transect in 1997 revealed a distinct coral community characterized by massive forms of
Porites spp. that in terms of percent area cover comprised almost 40% of the reef (Figure
43). Thirty-three species of scleractinian corals were collected along the line transects
(Table 2).
Figure 42. Common species of corals found on Pattaya station 9 (background: Porites sp.,
left: Acropora millepora and right: Pocillopora damicornis)
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Figure 43. Percent cover of reef components on Pattaya station 9 on 1995, 1997 and 1998
transects.
Pattaya Station 10 (Sak Island)
Pattaya station lOis located on the west side of Sak Island just north of Lan
Island. Coral colonies on this side of the island were found scattered partially on sand-
bottom and on a calcified rock platform. The reef extends from the depth of 2.5 to 5.0 m
below LLW. Physical parameters recorded during the field investigation include secchi
disc reading, temperature and salinity at the sea surface. These were 5.7 m, 29°C and
33%0, respectively.
Twenty-one specIes of scleractinian corals belonging to nIne families were
encountered along the line transects. This coral community is characterized by massive
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Pattaya Station 10 (Sak Island)
1997 re-examination absent
Acropora A:>rites component Favi id cora Other living coral Other sessile
oomponoot oomponoot oomponoot organism
oomponoot
Reef components
Da:d coral Abiotic oomponoot
oomponoot
Figure 45. Percent cover of reef components on Pattaya station 10 on 1995 and 1998
transects.
Sattahip Station 11 (Kha~ Island)
Sattahip'station 11 is located on the northwestern side ofKham Island. The well-
developed fringing reef on this side of the island is characterized by various species of
Acropora spp. of mostly arborescent growth forms (Figure 46). The coral reef extends
from the depths of 2.0 to 7.0 m below LLW. Physical parameters recorded included
secchi disc reading, temperature and salinity at the surface and were 5.1 m, 29°C and
33%0, respectively. Thirty-five species of scleractinian corals belonging to eight
families were found along the transects (Table 2). In 1997, there was noticable change
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in this coral community (Figure 49) in that an area previously covered by arborescent
Acropora was taken over by solitary fungiid corals (Figures 47 and 48).
Figure 46. Common branching growth forms ofAcropora spp.
found on Sattahip station 11.
Figure 47. The reef area covered by solitary fungiid corals.
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Sattahip Station 12 (Yoh Island)
Sattahip station 12 is located on the west side of the island with a high density
aggregation of scleractinians at depths ranging from 2.0 to 5.0 m below LLW. On this
side of the island the coral reef is exposed directly to strong tidal current and occasionally
to waves generated by southwest monsoon wind during the wet s son. Physical
parameters were recorded with Secchi depth reading, temperature and salinity at sea
surface being 5.4 m, 29°C and 330/00, respectively.
This transect location is characterized almost entirely by a platform of tabulate
growth forms of Acropora spicifera and A. hyacintmls (Figure 50) though arborescent
forms of A. formosa, A. grandis were also found. Competition for space between
Acropora and other coral species was apparent in this location (Figures 51 and 52). There
was a 10% increase in Acropora between 1997 and 1998 (Figure 53). Twenty-fouf
species of scleractinian corals belonging to six families were encountered on the
transects. Most abundant in terms of number of within family species was the
Acroporidae in which thirteen sp~cies were identified. Six species of Faviidae occurred
on this transect. Other scleractinians including Fungia fungites, Pavol1a lata and
Pocillopora damicomis were encountered (Table 2).
Figure 50. Tabulate forms ofAcropora found on Sattahip station 12.
Figure 51. Colonies of massive coral being overgrown by tabulate Acropora.
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Figure 52. A colony ofPorites sp. being overgrown by tabulate Acropora.
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Figure 53. Percent cover of reef components on Sattahip station 12 on 1995, 1997 and
1998 transects.
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Sattahip Station 13 (Samaesan Island)
Sattahip station 13 is located on the northwest side of Samaesan Island where the
coral fringing reef was found to be in poor condition. Coral colonies were scattered and
patchy on a sand-bottom and on coral debris composed mostly of dead branching corals
(Figure 54). The coral reef occurs at depths ranging from 2.0 to 3.0 m below LLW.
Secchi disc reading, temperature and salinity at the sea surface were 4.8 m, 30°C and
320/00, respectively.
Thirty species of scleractinian corals were encountered along the transects. Four
species consisting ofAcropora humilis, Astreopora Dee/lata, Montipora tubercu/osa and
M inerassata belong to the Family Acroporidae and thirteen species belong to the Family
Faviidae. This coral community is dominated by massjve colonies of Porites spp which
comprise 6.3% of the overall area while other living corals cover approximately 5.8%
(Figure 55). The most common growth form of corals observed on this location is
massive. Though the transect on this station was re-established in 1997 there was no
apparent difference in terms of p~rcent cover of reef components between the reef area
represented on the original transect and that represented by the 1997 transect.
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Sattahip Station 14 (Raet Island)
Sattahip station 14 is located on the northwest side of Raet Island. The coral reef
is developed around the island approximately 35 m away from the shoreline at a depth of
2.5 m below LLW. Secchi disc reading, temperature and salinity at the surface were 5.4
m, 29°C and 33%0, respectively.
This fringing reef is characterized by massive colonies of Porites spp. Forty
percent of the reef area is covered by dead coral and coral debris (Figure 56). Eighteen
species of scleractinian corals belonging to six families were identified (Table 2). There
was no substantial difference between reef areas on 1995 and 1997 relocated transects in
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PART A: DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES, SPECIES DIVERSITY AND
COMMUNITY TYPE
The coral reefs examined in this study are developed under turbid water
conditions caused partially by high turbidity freshwater run-off from four major rivers
located in the uppermost area of the Gulf of Thailand (Veron, 1995; Sudara, 1991) and by
sediment resuspension in areas where reefs have been developed in shallow water. In
addition, salinity and sedimentation gradients are expected in the inner Gulf of Thailand
with lowest salinity and highest sedimentation rates in the northernmost area of the gulf
(NRCT, 1998 and pers. obs.). Researches done in the Gulf of Thailand have dealt with
community structure and adaptability of some coral species under conditions of
sedimentation and low salinity (Moberg et aI., 1997; Sakai et aI., 1986; Sirirattanchai et
aI., 1983a; Sudara et aI. 1991a; Sudara et aI. 1991b; Sudara et al. 1992). None have
examined the overall distribution pattern with respect to sedimentation and salinity
gradients.
A total of eighty-seven species of scleractinian corals belonging to eleven families
were recorded on the transects of these fourteen study sites. Numbers of species ranged
from a low of seven on station 2, East-Sichang Island to a high of thirty-five on Sattahip
station 11, Kham Island. Three species ofPorites, namely P. australiensis, P. lobata and
P. lutea are the common species occurring throughout the study locations. They exhibit
relatively high percent area coverage on the islands in the Sichang Region and Raet and
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Samaesan Islands in the Sattahip Region. One additional species of Porites, P. lichen,
was found only in Samaesan and Raet Islands. On some reefs corals of the Family
Acroporidae are abundant. Thirty-four species of acroporid corals including those in the
genera Acropora, Montipora and Astreopora are found on the reefs in the Vicinity of
Pattaya and Kham and Y oh Islands in the Sattahip Region. The most common species are
Acropora formosa, A. grandis, A. hyacinthus, A. millepora, A. humilis and Montipora
efflorescens. Twenty-five species ofFaviid corals were found. In particular, one or more
of Platygyra sinensis, P. daedalea, P. lamellina, Favia favus, F. speciosa and Favites
abdita were sparsely scattered on every transect. Pocillopora damicornis was also
common but found with a relatively small percent cover. Other species of corals in the
families Siderastreidae, Agariciidae, Fungiidae, Oculinidae,Mussidae, Merulinidae and
Dendrophylliidae were found in small numbers.
According to Veron' (1986) the Acroporidae is the largest and most important
family of reef-building corals. Higher numbers of acroporid species occurred in most
areas within the Vicinity of Pattaya and the Sattahip Region whereas Porites spp.
predominate· on' the reefs in the Sichang Region. The lower diversity of Acropora and
Montipora on most study reefs in Sichang Islands may be due to lowered light intensity
caused by sedimentation and eutrophication and direct impact of sediment itself. These
conditions occur around the Sichang Islands (NReT, 1998). Domestic waste from local
villages, previous damage by dynamite fishing and military exercise may be responsible
for the low diversity of these genera on stations 13 and 14 within the Sattahip Region.
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Success in reef domination by Porites spp in the Sichang Islands and in Samaesan
and Raet Islands is considered to be a result of the ability of Porites spp. to tolerate low
salinity, high sedimentation and eutrophication (Moberg et al. 1997 and Sudara et al.
1991). Achituv and Dubinsky (1990) suggested that seasonal low salinity due to flood
run-off from land and river discharge prevents reef development on local and regional
scales but especially in the vicinity of river outlets. The same applies to sedimentation.
Effects of water turbidity and sedimentation on the community structure of Puerto Rican
corals (Loya, 1976) 'revealed an inverse relationship between coral diversity and water
turbidity. The classification of coral communities determined by cluster analysis suggests
that differences in community structure between study locations may be a result of the
differences in salinity, water turbidity and sedimentation rate which are associated with
distance from the mouths of the four main rivers (i.e., Mae Klong, Tha Chin, Chaopraya
and Bangprakong Rivers) located in the northernmost gulf In addition, although
terrigenous sediment from river mouths may not be transported by force of freshwater
discharge to the locations where coral reefs occur, water currents generated by
monsoonal wind move fine sediment toward the reefs. Sediment resuspension by wave
action also produces relatively more' turbid water in shallower reef areas of the Sichang
Islands than in deeper reef areas ofPattaya and Sattahip regions (pers. obs.).
Species richness noted in this investigation does not differ greatly from that
reported in the previous taxonomic study of stony corals in the Gulf of Thailand by
Jirawat (1985) in which ninety species belonging to fourteen families were found. Sakai
et al. (1986) reported eighty-five species of scleractinian corals in the Sichang Islands and
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Srithunya et al. (1981) reported sixty speCIes of scleractinian corals in Lan Island,
Vicinity ofPattaya. Almost as many species as found by Jirawat (1985) were encountered
in the present transect series. This indicates that line transects record most of species that
occur in the study areas. These series of transects were laid on the shallow upper portion
of reefs and recorded almost as many species as were recorded by Jirawat (1985) in a
much more systematic survey.
T~e estimated number of species in the Gulf of Thailand is, however, significantly
less than the approximation of one hundred and eighty-three species for the Andaman Sea
on the west coast of the Thai-Malay Peninsula (Ditlev, 1976; Phongsuwan, 1994). The
lower number of species in the Gulf of Thailand is presumably because of the
geographical structure of the gulf which forms a s~allow, semi-enclosed basin that
hampers the internal water mass from mixing well with the body of oceanic water. This
has been presumed to limit,the dispersal of planktonic planula larvae into the Gulf of
Thailand (Sudara, Thamrongnawasawat and Sookchanuluk, 1991). Veron (1995) also
stated that the sedimentary regime is largely responsible for the low coral species
diversity in the Gulf of Thailand. Hubbard (1997) showed that excess sedimentation can
also discourage the settlement of 'coral larvae. This in tum, would reduce species
diversity on the reefs. Roy and Smith (1971) proposed that on Fanning Island, the
increased vulnerability of young corals to sediment damage was more of a limiting factor
than available space. All sedimentation related factors can act together to exert a
significant natural control on the distribution of corals and their diversity. Hubbard
(1986) indicated that, on the local scale, the presence or absence of an updrift source of
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sediment exerts perhaps the greatest control on the location and character of reefs on the
north coast of St. Croix.
On the regional scale, distinctive coral communities on the study areas are a
reflection of the adaptability of coral species to different natural environments and
anthropogenic disturbances. In reference to results from cluster analysis, Porites corals
that characterize the Group 1 reefs are known to be much more tolerant of sedimentation
and lowered salinity than are corals from other families of corals (Brown and Holley,
1984). Tolerance to sedimentation and low salinity results in Porites spp being more
successful than other species in the colonization of the reefs in the Sichang Islands. A
comparable situation was reported by Kleypas (1996) on coral development under
naturally turbid conditions on the fringing reefs near B~oad Sound, Australia. He showed
that the shift in species dominance with proximity to a high sedimentation region reflects
both a shift to more turbidity tolerant species and the elimination of major framework
builders such as Acropora spp. Moreover, Babcock and Davies (1991) found that survival
rate in post-settlement of A. millepora can be reduced significantly by relatively small
increases sedimentation rates.
Where natUral stresses such as sedimentation and eutrophication are relatively low
and salinity and light illumination are close to open ocean water conditions but where
there are frequent disturbances such as wind-generated waves and strong water currents,
Acropora spp. are the most successful species. The Group 3 reefs in this study are
characteristic. Veron (1986) claims that Acropora corals favor and can successfully
survive in reef habitats exposed to wind-generated wave and strong current. Sorokin
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(1995) described Acropora corals as opportunistic species: those which grow as small- or
medium-sized colonies; have a determined growth; reach early sexual maturity. Most of
them have a life of short duration and a high growth rate. This would suggest that the
success ofAcropora is achieved by their intensive propagation by either sexual breeding
or asexual fragmentation. Such recruitment increases their chances in competition for
hard substrate (Veron 1986).
The dominant species of Group 2 reefs may be a result of either or both human-
induced and stochastic, natural events. Nutrients from waste waters and organic-
contaminated water may be a significant factor in creating better conditions for
zoantharian growth and thus, increasing competition for hard substrate between
zoantharians and corals (Loya, 1975). As an example of human-induced impacts, the
construction of deep-sea port and the spillage of agricultural products from open loading
platforms could have had effects on the coral reef at Sichang Station 2. The effects of
occasional freshwater run-off are an example of stochastic natural events that may favor
zoantharians. Observations on coral reefs after large-scale freshwater flooding in
Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii by Jokiel et al. (1993) revealed that zoantharians tolerate lower
salinity better than; most species of reef corals. Sharp fluctuations of salinity caused by
seasonal freshwater run-off are thought to have possibly had an effect in shifting the
dominant species on the reef at Sichang station 4.
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PARTB: TEMPORAL VARIATION
Overall Temporal Variation of Reef Components
Data sets on sea surface temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen (Appendix 4)
received from satellite buoys (SEAWATCH Project, The National Research Council of
Thailand) positioned close to the study locations reveal that no extraordinary
temperature- or- salinity-related events were detected during the 1996 to 1998 period. The
graphical reports of physical parameters can be summarized as follows: Around the
Sichang Islands and in the Vicinity of Pattaya, salinity fluctuated within the range of 26
to 32 %0. In the Sattahip Region, salinity was 31 to 33 %0. The whole-year average of sea
surface temperature was not different in either area and ranged between 29 and 31 Co.
The level ofdissolved oxygen recorded at the surface ranged from 70 to 120% around the
Sichang Islands and in the Vicinity of Pattaya and from 80 to 100% around the Sattahip
Region. Dissolved oxygen cannot exceed 100% so the readings above 100% are spurious.
In general, corals and associated reef fauna flourish under relatively narrow range
of environmental conditions wher~ salinity ranges between 27 and 48 %0 and temperature
between 15 and '29°C (Stoddard, 1969). Stoddard (1969) also wrote that the boundaries of
water temperature that produce the- mortality in many reef-building corals are below 5°C
and above 36°C. The effects of extremely low salinity associated with freshwater
flooding on coral mortality w~re studied by Jokiel (1993) who found lower lethal salinity
ranges between 15 and 20 %0. Veron (1986) stated that only in rare cases does the sea
water salinity become naturally high enough to have widespread effect on corals.
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Table 21. A Summary of overall time-dependent changes in percent cover of reef
components determined by Repeated Measures ANOVA (using SPSS version
7.5) on the all-matched and the 1997-98 matched stations.
Reefcomponents
Overall time-dependent change
All-matched stations 97..98 matched stations
(three-year period) (one-year period)
Total living corals









NS , no significant change
SI , significant increase



















Results from statistical testing using "Repeated Measures ANOVAn to determine
time-dependent change on each reef component on either all-matched or 1997-98
matched stations are summarized in Table 21, It shows that time-related changes in reef
components on the all-matched stations are quite different from those on the 1997-98
matched stations but then, the temporal and spatial scales are different. However, with the
exception ofa reduction in faviid coral cover, the two data sets come to agreement in that
no overall negative changes in any of the other components were detected on either data
set. Because the reduction in cover on the all-matched stations was in those which were
relatively less abundant (Faviids), the reduction did not have a strong impact total change
in percent cover. Harriott et al. (1994) suggest that some minority species can temporarily
recruit to and survive on reefs but fail to establish self-maintaining populations because
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of the very small number of colonies in the population. The population of that particular
species may then disappear from the community until new recruits arrives from other
seeding grounds via larval dispersal. The other components on all-matched stations
maintained their relative abundances over three years.
Area coverage of two major dominant components (Acropora and Porites
components) on 1997-98 matched stations increased and resulted a noticeable increase in
total living coral cover while the faviid coral, other living coral and other sessile
organism components showed no significant time-related changes. Over the broad scale,
where stresses caused by natural, environmental conditions are relatively low, changes in
terms of area cover of certain groups of corals seem to be determined by characteristics
such as toleration of high sedimentation, low salinity and eutrophication and interspecific
competition between one coral and another. A noticeable decline in area cover of faviid
corals may partially indicate such shifts in community structure. Some massive forms of
faviid corals as well as Porites spp. are normally found in harsh environmental conditions
with high turbidity and relatively low salinity (Dustan and Halas, 1987). These are then
classified as "stressor corals" or classical K-strategists according to their tolerance of
, .
those conditions (Edinger and Risk, 1998). Such harsh conditions normally occur around
the reefs in the Sichang Islands and around certain reefs in the Pattaya and Sattahip
regions. Environmental conditions throughout the study period in this region (NRCT,
1998) have been favorable for the growth of other corals which, in tum, outcompete
faviid and Porites corals by overshading or overgrowth. The reduction of faviid corals
due to shading and overgrowth should have occurred preferentialy on Acropora-
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dominated reefs, however the statistical results showed no significant time-related
differences between reef types (Table 9 and Figure 12c). Another reason for the faviid
reduction is that on two of the four non-Acropora reefs used in the all-matched
comparison, small colonies of faviid corals occurred on dead coral close to the sand-
bottom and on small rock rubble that consisted of small rocks. Some of the small rocks
were displaced during the study and some of faviid colonies were buried in sand.
In the 1997-98 matched station comparison, the Porites component exhibits an
overall time-dependent increase in area cover over three years but a decrease in the
Porites component was detected specifically in Acropora-dominated reefs (Table 8 and
Figure lId). A similar pattern was noted by Done and Potts (1992) who found that
ubiquitous, fast-growing corals,· Acropora hyacinthus, A. formosa and A. grandis, for
example, grow approximately ten times faster than Porites spp. and form a closed canopy
(up to 50 em high) over massive corals. Small Porites colonies can survive some shading
from overtopping but complete closure of a dense canopy of coral branches can cause
death.
In 1991-98 matched station comparisons, the Acropora component shows an
overall increase as does the Porites component (Table 21). Acropora corals are capable
of increasing their area cover and colony numbers by means of planulation (sexual
propagation) and fragmentation (asexual propagation) (Veron, 1986). Their success in
reef domination is restricted to certain islands in the Pattaya and Sattahip regions possibly
because no low salinity and seasonal freshwater run-off events affect reefs in those areas.
Acropora are intolerant of low salinity. A lack of abnormal, stochastic salinity- and
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temperature-related events during the three-year study period (NRCT, 1998) has allowed
Acropora to increase. This did not result in a statistically significant increase in Acropora
in the three-year, all-matched station comparison (Table 5 and Figure lOa) because there
was large decrease ofAcropora on Sattahip station 11 caused by physical, human-impact
(possibly a boat grounding) between 1995 and 1997. Despite the considerable damage to
the coral on station 11, a large increase in Acropora component cover occurred on the
same reef between 1997 and 1998. The reef proved resilient to physical damage over
short period of time 'due to rapid growth and structural simplicity (Shinn, 1972). A similar
pattern of Acropora recovery was observed in a study on the recolonization of a coral
reef damaged by a storm on Phuket Island (Phongsuwan, 1991). He found that two years
after storm damage, Acropora, Pocillopora, Montipora~ Porites and Favites were the first
major genera to recover. Additionally, five years after storm damage A. formosa and A.
hyacinthus were the only species successful in the upper reefarea.
Porites spp. are known to be tolerant of low salinity and as a result become a
major or dominant component on,most reefs in the Gulf of Thailand (Sakai et at., 1986).
Despite some wnor Porites component reduction due to the effects of overshading and
overgrowth by fast growing corals, in the 1997-98 matched station comparison, a
significant, overall increase was detected (Table 8 and Figure lIb). Generally, linear
growth of massive Porites spp. has been measured at 1 to 2 em per year (Schneider and
Smith, 1982; Scoffin et aI., 1992), relatively slow compared to growth in branching
corals (Charuchinada and Hylleberg, 1984). The growth of existing Porites colonies may
not be a major contributor to their measured increase. In many stations in the Sichang
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Islands, small, newly~formed colonies produce additional Porites coverage. This is
almost certainly attributable to high larval settlement during the absence of
environmental stresses. Done and Potts (1992) suggest that the combination of life-
history traits common to massive Porites spp. of high larval recruitment, a propensity to
fragment and the propensity of fragments and entire colonies to survive transportation
and become established as independent colonies may be responsible for their increase.
Most of the reef corals falling into the other living coral component are
categorized as competitive species (Edinger and Risk, 1998) which rarely occur in
frequently disturbed habitats. Montipora spp., Turbinaria spp, Pavona spp. Goniopora
spp. Aveopora spp. and Fungia spp. are examples. Generally, the persistence of the other
living coral component in data sets (Table 21) points .10 the absence of extraordinary,
salinity- and temperature- related stochastic events during the investigation period.
Zoantharians are principal members of the other sessile organism component.
They can be used as indicators of the impact of freshwater discharge (Jokiel et at, 1993)
and eutrophication associated with, both natural events and human activities. Reef corals
can successfully survive a certain degree of nutrient concentration in water surrounding
the reefhowever, excessive nutrient concentrations can trigger the growth ofzoantharians
and macroalgae which, in turn, outcompete reef corals. In stations 2, 13 and 14 the
accumulation of nutrients caused direct by human activities is considered to be a serious
problem that has resulted in reef degradation. Though the reefs show a reduction in the
zoatharians over time, no significance in overall time-related change of this component
was statistically detected (Table 21). This would imply that there has been no further
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accretion of nutrients sufficient to promote the expansion of zoantharian organisms. It
may not be very reliable to use zoantharian cover as an indicator of eutrophication and
sewage discharge. According to Suchanek (1981), the expansion and contraction of area
covered by zoantharians depends upon season, predation by other organisms and burial
by substrate movement induced by wave action and water currents.
The increase in cover of dead coral component (Table 21) is probably not an
indication of actual coral mortality. During the field investigations, a fluctuation in area
cover of the dead coral and the abiotic components was observed in many stations (i.e.,
stations 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13 and 14). The fluctuations were greatest where coral assemblages
formed relatively low-density, patchy reefs and where soft and moveable substrates such
as sand, silt, small rubble, seashell, fragments ofdead coral and coral debris cover a large
area. In three of those stations (stations 4, 6 and 8) reefs are developed on the windward
side of the islands. The coincident increase in dead coral cover may be due to the
perturbation caused by monsoonal wind-generated waves and water current. This
conclusion is supported by the st~dy of Witman (1992) that showed that the perturbation
caused by wind-generated waves determines the fluctuation and the size-difference of
patches of free substrates on protected and exposed reefs in St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands.
The overall increase in area cover of total living corals, of Porites and Acropora
components and the maintenance of cover by the other living coral component and by the
other sessile organism components in the 1997-98 matched stations comparison (Table
21) indicate that the coral reefs have experienced relatively "stress-free" environmental
conditions. Furthermore, there were no signs of extensive, physical damage by
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wind/wave action or human activities except in station 11. All findings in this study
indicate reef stability and population maintenance of the dominant species (Connell,
1978; Brown and Howard 1985). Coral reefs observed today are shaped and maintained
by biotic and abiotic events of exceptional magnitude that occur infrequently (Witman,
1992). However, to determine the cause of change in reef community structure it is
necessary to carry out the studies over a time scale long enough to document at least one
of these exceptional events. Such exceptional events, for instance, major hurricanes
(Stoddart, 1974), tropical storms (Phongsuwan, 1991; Warwick and Clarke, 1993),
predation (Endean, 1976; Maguire and Porter, 1977), urban impact (Connell, 1997) and
anchor damage (Sudara, 1994) can result in negative change to a coral reef community
structure which subsequently alters the entire community structure (Richmond, 1993).
Within Reef Variation
Individual coral reefs have a distinctive biological structure shaped by different
natural and man-made environmental parameters (Done, 1982). Because the
combinations and permutations of the parameters that shape reefs are enormously
variable, almost every reef is unique. The fourteen stations chosen for examination in the
eastern seaboard of the Gulf of Thailand were selected to represent a wide range of
environmental parameters. At the same time, coral reefs have an ordered biological
structure that is characteristic over large geological areas (Rogers, 1993; Veron, 1995;
Done, 1982; Jackson, 1992; Karlson and Hurd, 1993). Features of importance to or on

































A P PEN D I X 1. Raw data of percent area cover of reef components over the
three-year study period (1995, 1997 and 1998)
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I intervals (em) %eover II intenpals (em) %eover
D~ad coral 0 160 160 8 Porit~s 2500 2525 25 1 '.,~
Porit~s 160 170 10' 0.5 Rock 2525 2610 85 4.25
Dead coral 170 255 85 4.25 Zooanthid 2610 2723 113 5.65
Porit~s 255 290 35 1.75 D~ad coral 2723 2785 62 3.1
Dead coral 290 310 20 Zooanthid 2785 2895 110 5.5
Porit~s 310 360 50 2.5 Rock 2895 3130 235 11.75
D~ad coral 300 390 30 1.5 Zooanthid 3130 3170 40 2
Porites 390 460 70 3.5 Rock 3170 3190 20 1
Dead coral 460 470 10 0.5 Zooanthid 3190 3220 30 1.5
Platy~gyra 470 480 10 0.5 Rock 3220 3240 20 1
Dead coral 480 550 70 3.5 Zooanthid 3240 3480 240 12
Porites 550 570 20 1 Rock 3480 3490 10 0.5
Rock 570 600 30 1.5 Zooanthid 3490 4020 530 26.5
Zooanthid 600 630 30 1.5 Rock 4020 4060 40 2
Favia 630 650 20 Zooanthid 4060 4135 75 3.75
Zooanthid 650 695 45 2.25 Porites 4135 4195 60 3
Dead coral 695 710 15 0.75 Rock 4195 4210 15 0.75
Porites 710 730 20 Porites 4210 4270 60 3
Dead coral 730 770 40 2 Sand 4270 4315 45 2.25
Zooanthid 770 830 -60 3 Porites, 4315 4410 95 4.75
Porites 830 870 40 2 Sand 4410 4500 90 4~
Dead coral 870 885 15 0.75
i\cropora (branching) 885 910 25 1.25 Totals 2000 100
Dead coral 910 1050 140 7
Fungia 1050 1065 15 0.75
Dead coral 1065 1095 30 1.5
Acropora (branching) 1095 1105 10 0.5
Dead coral 1105 1170 65 3.25
Porites 1170 1195 25 1.25
Zooanthid l195 1210 15 0.75
Porites 1210 1240 30 1.5
Dead coral 1240~ 1260 20 1
Zooanthid 1260 1265 .5 0.25
Dead coral 1265 1340 75 3.75
Porit~s 13~0 1370 30 1.5
Dead coral 1370 1470 100 5
Favia 1470 1510 40 2
Porit~s 1510 1900 390 19.5
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Other living coral component
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f intervals (cm) O/ocover II inten-als (rm) ./.c~r III intelvals (rm) ··.cover
?CJr.tez t) 1'1) 71) 35 Pontes 2500 2520 20 1 Psntes f) r.-t:
-'- 275,'';
:'~Ij ,:'}n! :/) 11fJ 50 ~_ 5 Acropon l,. tlbulate fimn }:'20 2~50 30 1 Sand 55 110 .- 275
.:4[;,1 ::0 220 110 .).) ['e1d coral 2550 2:::-0 20 1 ?·:,ntes 110 140 20 1 j
?or.te:: 230 ~. 'J 40 Symphyllia 10 10 I) : Gead ':vnl 140 150 !1.J 05
:and :70 ]30 60 Pontes 2530 :650 70 3 :; Pontes 150 210 60
Monttpf')rn 10 10 05 Dead coral 2650 2670 20 1 Po~s 210 .,~,c 15 0"'('I. .. .J J.)
?:tljthDa 30 30 15 Pontes 2670 3010 340 17 Pontes 225 270 4:- 2.15
;:>~d ::Jrd ~j70 -llO 40 Dead coral 3010 3030 20 1 De:id ':.Jr.:J no 290 :0
?omes 410 490 30 4 Pontes 3030 3100 70 35 Pontes 290 350 60
S-IDd 490 ::0:: 15 0.75 Dead eoru 3100 3110 10 0:: Pontes 350 370 ::0 !
?or.tes ::05 ::::0 45 2 25 Pontes 3110 3200 90 4 :) POr'Jes ~70 570 :00 10
~.and 550 565 15 0"'(' Palythoa 3200 }300 100 P·Jntes 570 61:: ..t: . . ./.)
?'Jrrtes 565 j:O .... 2.75 Sand 3300 ",,,..,t: ",r.- I 15 Pocillopon 61:' 650 75-'j ~.J~~'
.-\Cfopon !,l:lnndung fonn) rj20 750 130 6.5 Soft con! 3325 3345 20 Pontes 650 330 ~;O 115
::.an,j 750 l65 15 . 0.75 Pontes 3345 3305 20 1 :and 330 960 30 4
Pontes 765 300 35 175 Dead coral 3365 3395 30 1 5 r:>ea,j cor:J 960 1030 ~o 3 5
3and 300 320 20 1 Pontes 3395 ~430 ".. 1.75 Sand 1030 1080 :0 ,::oJ')
Acropon (bnnching form) 320 1020 200 10 Dead coru 3430 3470 40 Dead coral 1080 1130 50 2 5
Sand 1020 liDO 30 4 Pontes 3470 3500 30 1.5 Sand 1130 1160 jO 1.5
Acropora (branching fonn) 1100 1150 50 2.5 Sand 3500 4010 510 25.5 Dead coral 1160 1200 40
Pontes 1150 1285 135 6.75 Acropora (branching) 4010 4045 35 1.75 Sand 1200 1220 20 1
Poc1l1opora 1285 1300 15 0.75 Dead eoru 4045 4200 155 7.75 Pontes 1220 1310 90 4.5
:'~lj coral 1300 1315 15 0.75 MOnllpota 4200 4230 30 1.5 Poru.es 1310 1470 100
?ocillopora 1315 13::;0 0.25 Dead con! 4230 4o""C 35 4 "'c Dead ':IJr~ 1470 1500 30 15~./
C'ead con! 1320 1410 100 5 Porites 4315 4340 25 125 Pontes 1500 1560 60
?oclllopora 1420 P35 15 0.75 Zooantllld 4340 4350 10 05 Pontes 1560 1330 320 16
::>ead cord 1435 1515 90 4.5 Dead coral 4350 4390 40 Pontes 1330 1920 40
F';mtes 1525 1560 '>c 1 75 Pontes 4390 ~500 110 55 Pontes 1?20 2000 3DoJ';
:and 1560 1570 10 0.5
Pontes 1570 1650 30 4 Totals 2000 100 Totals ]000 100
[;ead ;:oral 1650 1700 50 2.5
?0ntez 1700 1710 10 0.5
2.and 1710 1350 140
P'Jntes 1350 1950 100
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( intervals (cm) O/OCO'Vef 1I intervals (cm) 8.ectm?r III intervals (em) 8/ocowr
Platygyn I) 35 35 ! 1'5 Ponte:;: :500 2550 50 P!atygyra 0 t)
Plat·!'6/n '11: .:15 iO .) ~ Monupon 2:':1) 2610 60 .~.cropora (branchm:;) I) 70 70 35..J.'
[I~d ,:,onl ~5 91 .p _..J. Acropon I.bnnchmg) :610 :670 dO Montlpora 70 100 130 6 :;
F1.trlgIa .:t 4 ,) 2 D~d cora.! 2c)7!) 2710 40 Dead coral 200 ~90 90 45
F,.Il1g1a 10 10 I): Acropora I. bnncrung) :::-710 2740 30 l\iontipora 10 10 f) ::
Acropora (or,j!1chmg) IJ 9 <] 4: [:read cof'al 2740 2835 95 .; -: FungJa 30 30 1 :;
Acropon I. branchIng) 10 10 :):. Platygyra :835 2355 20 Acropora (branchmg,> 330 450 120 rj
FungJa 15 15 07::; Acropora (branchIng) 2855 3175 320 ::5 Dead coral 450 500 50 2.5
Pontes 140 160 20 Acropora (tabulate form) 3175 3220 45 " -r Platygyra 500 520 20~, _...'
Pontes 160 190 30 ~ : Monupora 2220 3430 260 Dead COf""al 520 0::'5 115 5 75
Fa'J1a 190 205 15 a75 Dead coral ~4S0 3520 40 Platygyn 635 640 0.2:'
Platygyra 205 245 40 Pontes 3520 3545 25 1 :5 Dead coral 640 650 10 05
P:1"olOna 24:- 275 30 1 5 D~d coral 3545 3550 'J :5 P1a~fgJn 650 660 10 0:-
MonUpora 275 305 30 1 5 Favttes 3550 3570 20 Dead coral 660 700 40
D~d coral ?O5 3:0 ., 15 Q"1:- Dead coral 3570 3590 ~a :'ooanthld "700 730 30 1 5
Platygyra 320 330 10 15 Pontes 3590 3650 60 Dead coral 730 760 30 1.5
Ptatygyn 330 375 45 '"I,e- Acropora (branchIng) 3650 3640 10 :: Fungaa 760 780 20 1~ . .:.-)
Dead cordi 375 400 25 1 25 Galaxea 3640 3600 20 FaVIa 730 300 20
Pontes 400 448 48 2.4 Acropora (branchtng) 3660 3735 7:- -:- -: Dead coral 300 830 30 1 5
Acropora (tabulate for 448 470 22 11 Dead coral 3735 37~e- 20 P1atygyra 330 865 35 1.75.).)
Dead coral 470 475 5 0.25 Fa·m 3755 3730 25 1.25 Dead coral 865 940 75 3.75
Acropora (tabulate for 475 485 10 0.5 Acropora (branchmg) 3780 3810 30 1 5 Acropora (branching) 940 1385 445 22.25
Pontes 485 490 5 I) 25 Pontes 3810 3837 27 ' .,1:' Platygyra 1385 1420 35 l."'cJ.-l .... ' !.'
Acropora (tabulate for 490 530 40 Acropora (branching) 3837 3842 0.25 Acropora (branching) 1420 1455 35 1.75
Porites 530 590 60 Porites 3842 3855 13 G'55 Dead coral 1455 1490 35 1.75
Dead coral 590 610 20 Acropora (branchmg) 3855 4160 305 1:.':5 Acropora (brancbmg) 1490 1710 220 11
Acropora (branchmg) 610 680 70 3 :: F1..lngla 4160 4170 10 '.1- Dead coral 1710 1745 ?C 1.75J.I
P1atygyra 630 760 30 4 Platyg-jra 4170 4240 70 j ::- Pontes 1745 1760 15 075
Dead coral 760 790 30 1 5 Acropora (br::mchmg) 4240 4230 40 Acropora (branching) 1760 1820 60 3
Acropora (brdIlchmg> 790 800 10 I) 5 Fungia (25 lnd.....) 4280 44;30 200 :J Fung:a 1320 1350 30 1.5
Dead con! 300 350 50 Acropora (bnnchmg) ~80 4500 20 Acropora (branchtng) 1850 1910 60
Acropora (brdflct.ang) 350 3'"1'-:- 25 1 25 Fl..lngla 1910 1920 10 05!.)
Hydnophora e:xe--.-.l 375 865 10 05 Totals 2000 100 Acropora (branching) 1920 1970 50 2.5
Dead COf""al 885 910 25 125 Fungla 1970 1990 20
Acropora (brancl'llng) 910 9-'C 15 I) 75 .~..cropora (branching) 1990 2000 10 0.5.:..)
Dead cord! 925 950 25 1.25
Acropora (branching) 950 970 20 1 Totals :WOO 100
Dead coral 970 990 20 1
Scapophl'llia. 990 1025 ":lC 1:5JJ
Fungia 1025 1050 25 1 i.e:;
Leptoseris 1050 1060 10 1) 5 Percent area coverage of major reef components relatn.-e to 60 meter long transect
Dead cordi 1060 1080 20 1 (~/.)
Fl.lngla 1080 1090 10 I.}_' Acropora component .t5.02
Pontes 1090 1110 20 Porites component 7.~i
Porites 1110 1115 015 Faviid coral~nent 9.67
Fun~ 1115 1130 15 07:, Other living coral component 1:.13
Dead coral 1130 1150 20 1 Other sessile organism component (L~
Platygyra 1150 1170 20 1 Dead coral component 2U.l2
De3.d coral 1170 1235 65 325 Abiotic component 0
Fungla 1235 1250 15 0.75
Platygyra 1250 1280 30 1 5 Percent area coverage of major reef components on each :tl-meter transect
Montipora 1230 1295 15 0.75 I 11 III
Platygyra 1295 1320 25 1.25 .AI:I'oP.ora coqMlnent 35.55 ~.oo S3..so
Pontes 1320 1360 40 2 Porites coJl1tOnent U.90 8.'75 1.25
Montipora 1360 1380 20 1 Faviid coral oon.-onent 16.00 6.75 6.25
Acropora (branching) 1330 1420 40 Other living coral coqMJnent ll.70 27.50 12.so
Dead coral 1420 1460 40 Other sessile orpniml coqaoraent 0.00 0.00 1..00
Acropora (corjIIlbosu 1460 1510 50 "'rtf: Dead coral to~nent 23.85 li.DO ::s.so... .)
Dead con! 1510 1580 70 35 Abiotk component 0.00 0.00 0.00
Acropora (branchmg) 1530 1650 70 35 Totals- 100.00 100.00 lOOm
Acropora (branchmgy 1650 1900 250 1~I ~
Pontes 1900 1930 30 15













Other Iivi:n& cornJ eoqMJneBt








interVab (em) O'OCOVP.f II inten-als (em) 8'Gcover III inten-als (em) ~/ocover
PhtJ'g:,n I) 20 20 .~.cropon (corjYnbo:::e form! 2:00 2530 30 1 :- ?-:;r~te:; 'J :0 20 1
:'1'3.-1 ·~onl 20 3:- 1:, .J ': [.'e-ad ,:orCil 2:'30 2570 40 F j'::ll090Ft ~O ::0 10 0:-
'Jl)rua:;tr~ 35 4<:: 10 05 .:..cmpora (cor'fl11bo3e form) 2570 2020 50 ') ~ Acr,jpor.i' .;':'f7mbose fOml) '::0 110 10 4~. ~
Pwona 45 55 10 I) 5 Pontes 2620 2640 20 r'~d ,~,jnl 110 130 20 1
C'e3d ,:oral 55 60 o25 Dl2d coral 2640 2660 20 Pmtes 130 140 10 05
.".cropor1 (. cor:mibose form) dO lOa 40 Acropora I, cOr';mbose form) 2660 2730 120 ~::,..r::phylha l41) 1"~ 15 f) ,t:.'.J ! ....l
Acropora (cor'jInbose fomlJ 100 125 25 1 2~· Mud 2730 2820 40 P'Jr.t.es 155 175 10
Pontes 125 155 30 1 :; Platygyra 2820 1830 10 0.5 Pocillopon 1"::- 215 ~O".
Dead coral 155 170 15 0.75 Dead coral 2830 2355 25 1 25 Acropor.i I, cOrjmbose formj 115 230 65 315
?ontes 170 130 10 0:; P1atygyra 1855 2865 10 05 ['ead cordi 230 300 20 1
C'~d ':Of::'u 1;30 210 30 1:- Pontes 1365 2910 45 2.25 PO-rItes 300 330 30 1 5
Pocl11opora 210 125 15 075 Acropora (corjrnbose form) 2910 1950 40 So ftc oni 330 350 10
Dead coral 225 255 30 15 Platygyra 2950 2970 20 Frmes 350 360 10 05
Pontes "'IC~ 30:· 50 ..;..J Dead coral 2970 2900 20 =esd:or.:tl 360 320 :0~j-'
Acropora (cor:;nnbose form) 305 355 50 ] 5 .~cropora (coryrnbose form) 2990 3010 20 S.JftcoI'3l 330 390 10 I) 5
Acropora (corjrnbose form) 355 4~ 50 15 D~d coral 3010 3025 15 0': Prmtt"Z 390 ..130 .JO J, ~'
Pontes 405 430 25 1 25 Acropora (cOrj'fnbose form) 3025 3035 10 05 P-mtes 430 440 10 0.5
'}oruastrea 430 450 20 Dead coral 3035 3050 15 0.75 ['ead coral 440 455 15 0.75
Pocillopora 450 470 20 Acropora (coryrnbose form) 3050 3060 10 0.5 P<)f'Jes 4t:~ 470 15 0.75
Mud 470 490 20 Dead coral 3060 3135 75 175 Dead coral 470 500 30 1.5
Pontes 490 570 80 Acropora (corjmbose form) 3135 3165 30 1.5 Gomastrea 500 530 30 1.5
Acropora (cor]1llbose form) 570 530 10 0.5 Dead coral 3165 3220 55 2.75 F3.7.a speclOsa 530 545 15 0.75
Cyphastrea 580 585 5 0.~5 Acropora (corymbose form) 3220 3250 30 1.5 Dead coral 545 560 15 0.75
Dead coral 585 655 70 35 Pontes 3250 3235 35 1.75 F~"na specl0sa 560 565 0.25
Fungia 655 665 10 0.5 Acrop-ora (corymbose form) 3285 3325 40 2 Sea l1'lmlooe 565 940 375 13.75
Acropora (cor]1llbose form) 665 685 20 1 Dead coral 3325 3340 15 0.75 .~.cropora (branchmg) 940 1060 120 rj
D~dc:ora1 685 700 15 075 Poc1l1opora 3340 3350 to 05 Dead cor.-d 1060 1080 ::;0
FUf1g1a 700 710 10 o5 Acropora (cor;mbose form) 3350 3370 20 Sea ltletnone 1080 1110 30 L5
Dead coral 710 740 30 1 5 Dead coral 3370 3390 20 Sea l1'lemone 1110 1130 20 1
:ungla 740 750 10 05 Acropora (cor'jfnbose form) 3390 3460 70 -J ~ ['-:ad cordi 1130 1160 30 1.5
['ead cor::.U 750 320 70 35 Morwpora 3460 3490 30 15 SymphJ1ha 1160 1245 35 4.25
Pontes 820 330 10 05 Dead coni 3490 3500 10 05 ['ead coral 1245 1350 105 525
P1at1gyra 330 360 30 15 Acropora (cot"'j'ftlbose form) 3500 3570 70 J5 Syreph1llia 1350 1560 210 105
::.:tvltes 360 330 20 1 Pontes 3570 3600 30 15 F'latyg:;T3. 1560 i610 50 2"5
['tad cord! 330 385 0.25 Acropora (corjl11bose form) 3600 3640 40 Ce:t.d ,:or-:J 1610 1620 ~-~-
PJ.atYg'jra 385 910 25 1.25 Acropora (corjl11bose form) 3640 3660 20 Acr,~pora (coryrnbose form) 1620 1650 30 1.5
P1atYgJra 910 940 30 15 Dead coral 3660 3710 50 2.5 Sand 1650 1950 300 15
Fa~l1tes 940 965 25 1 25 Acropora (corjmbose form) 3710 3730 20 1 Pcmes 1950 2000 50 2.5
Dead coral 965 990 25 1.:25 Dead coral 3730 3740 10 I) 5
Pontes 990 1000 10 05 Acropora (corymbose form) 3740 3760 20 1 Tot-ill :WOO 100
Dead coral 1000 1065 65 3.25 Dead cord!. 3760 3775 15 075
.~.cropora(cor;mbose form) 1065 1125 60 3 Acropora (corjmbose form) 3775 3850 75 3.75
Acropora (corjl11bose form) 1125 1220 95 4 ,~ .:..cropora (coryrnbose form) 3350 ~360 10 05
Symphyllia 1220 1230 10 05 Dead cor.:tl 3860 3370 10 05
P1atyg]l"a 1230 1270 40 ] Acropora (corj'f{lbose form) 3870 3885 15 0.75
Acropora (cor;mbose form) 1270 1310 40 Dead coral 3835 3390 025
Pontes 1310 1330 20 .~.cropora (corymbose form) 3890 3950 60
Acropora (corymbose form) 1330 1480 150 75 Softcoral 3950 3960 10 05
['e3.d coni 1480 1500 20 Dead ceral 3960 3995 35 175
..:..cropora (corj'ftlbose form) 1500 1540 40 .::..cropora (corymbose form) 3995 4005 10 05
r>ead cord! 1540 1570 30 Ii:" Dead cor.3l 4005 4020 15 075l ~
•.:..cropora (corJInbose form) 1570 1610 40 Softc oral 4020 4030 10 0.5
Pontes 1610 1665 55 2.75 Pontes 4030 4080 50 15
Dead coral 1665 1700 35 175 Softcordl 4080 4110 30 15
Pontes 1700 1710 10 05 Fa'me:;; 4110 4120 10 0.5
Acropora (cor)"Inbose form) 1710 1725 15 0.75 Acropora (cor'j'f{lbose fomi) 4120 4130 60
Dead coral 1725 1740 15 075 Porites 4180 4195 15 075
Acropora (corj'ffibose form) 1740 1755 15 0.75 Acropora (corjmbose form) 4195 4330 pc 6.75..).J
Dead coral 1755 ~ 1795 40 2 Dead coral 4330 4370 40 2
Acropora (corj'l'Xlbose form) 1795 1840 45 2.25 Softcoral 4370 4400 30 1.5
Dead coral 1840 1980 140 7 Ptatygyra 4400 4450 50 2.5
Acropora (cor;mbose form) 1980 2000 20 1 Softcoral 4450 4500 50 .-, ~... ~
Totals 2000 100 Totals 2000 100




















































Other living coral component
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Other living coral co~nent















intervals (em) %cover II inten-aJs (em) ·'~r III intervals
P,=,rrtes !';tf3 I) :0 30 15 Acropora (tabl.llat~! 2501) 254:- ..F' 11':- Acropon'.!.abuiate' ,) 10__ .J
P'jn~t;; ;ute-:1 ~;O
-w 10 0.:' Dead coral :::45 1:::30 j:l ~t:: Acropora l$P~ :.j ':'/1)
?'~r:te-.; :utel 40 :0 10 05 Acropora (branchmg> 2530 2595 ,I: ) 75 Acropora I ~bljJ,at~\ JI] ;;30
P1atygJn 50 ~o 20 1 Ptatyg'Jrn 2595 1655 '50 Plat"j:5:l'n 1.30 2:20
Encrustmg :::pooge 71) 110 40 1 Dead coral 1655 2675 ~o ACfopon (tabu1ate) 220 230
.)4thl 110 l ..W 30 i5 Acropora (branchmg) 2675 2690 l ~. .) 75 Acropora ~ bnncbIng> 230 310
Pontes lutea 140 190 50 2.5 Dead corat 2690 2725 35 1 75 Dead coral 310 330
ACflJpon (tabulate) 190 330 140 7 P1atygyn 17::5 2735 10 !) 5 Acrapon I.tabulate) 330 340
Dead son! 330 345 15 075 Dead coral 1735 2760 25 115 Acropora(~c~g) 340 330
Acrapora I: tabulate) 345 405 60 Platygyra 2760 2300 40 Dead coral 380 410
•.)"cr'Jpora2u::.~en 405 420 15 0.75 Acropora f. branchmg) 1300 2840 ..W Platygyra ..no 450
Accopon (tabulate) 420 645 125 11.25 Acropora (tlb1.1Iate) 2340 2880 40 :2 Dead .:onl 4:0 :40
Acropon corjfubose 645 665 20 1 Acropora (brnnchmg) 2880 3150 270 135 Acropora (tabulate) :.JO 700
..:..crcpon. l tabl.l.iate) 665 635 20 1 Acropora (tabulate) 3150 3490 :40 :7 Acropora flonda 700 770
Accopon cOfj"mbo:;e 635 740 t:1: 175 Platygyra 3490 3550 050 3 Dead ,:oral :70 790,),)
Acropora (f)tjT11b/)~e 740 nq, 40 Sand 3550 3570 ~O 1 Acropora <ta.bulat.~) 790 ~}O
Sand 730 790 10 05 Acropora (tabulate) 3570 3770 200 10 Acropora (,bnnchmg) 930 960
?latygyn 790 310 20 Acropora I,branchtng) mo 3320 50 ... ~. Acropora \tabulate) 960 1260
Coead:onl 810 320 10 0.5 Acropora (tabuJate) 3820 3935 lIt:: 575 Dead coral 1260 1280
Acropon (tabulate) 820 360 40 2 Montipora 3935 3955 20 1 Platygyn 1180 1340
Gona..<1r'23spera 860 880 20 1 Dead coral 3955 4000 45 125 Porrtes 1340 1360
Acropora l.tabulate) 380 395 15 0.75 Platygyra 4000 4035 35 1.75 Gornastrea 1360 1375
Pontes 1ut.ea 295 930 35 1.75 Dead coral 4035 4090 55 2.75 Acropora (tabu.lat.e) 1375 tno
Sand 930 950 20 1 Fungia 4090 4105 15 :)75 PoritP..s 1770 1330
Fa~;p 950 960 10 0.5 Dead coral 4105 4215 110 5.5 Sand 1330 1350
Monupora tuberculosa 960 970 10 0,5 Pavona 4215 4235 20 1 Acropora (branchIng) 1:350 1950
Pontes lu..:.'1rahen:.4S 970 1000 30 1.5 Dead coral 4235 4230 45 .} 25 Dead ':onl ;950 2000
Acropori tJabuJate) 1000 1160 160 Fl.1ngia 4280 4290 10 1)5
PlatygJn 1160 1200 40 Dead coral 4290 4330 40 2 Totals
...:..cropor.l '. tabuJate.. 1200 1245 45 2.25 Funga 4330 4340 10 05
Sea mernone 1245 1270 25 1.25 Acropora. (branching) 4340 4500 160 3
Acropora (tabulate) 1270 1305 35 1.75
Acropora (bnnchmg) 1305 1320 15 075 Totals 2000 100
.::..c:,jpcra i. tabUlate) 1320 1390 70 ? <:.J • .J
.~cc-p.)n{br:il'lch1r'~ 1390 rno 380 19
Pontes lute3 1770 1320 50 2.5
McntIpon tuberculosa 1820 1335 15 0.75
.:;:.and 1335 1855 20 1
Acropora (tabl.l1atel 1355 2000 145 725
Totals 2000 100































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other living coral component
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intervals (em) ~/O('over II intervah
F!at:"gj'f~ I) 30 jO I FrJ"l.a 250t) 15\ :
: ~1.1,·nrll :0 4': 15 IJ7r, Pf"Jntes 251 :- 1530
?r;rltt:':1 -l5 110 ti5 :,. -,c Pontes 2530 ~::50
,~.:trlt1 11f) 300 190 95 :and 2550 2000
[:-~,j,:')nl 300 310 10 05 Pocillopora 2600 ~625
?'1'l!3 :::p :'.ilQ 3:0 10 0:) Sand 262: 2670
P0ntes ~20 355 "'c 1 I..) Pontes 2670 2632,J..)
Sand 355 375 20 Dead coral 2632 2345
C'ead .:oru 375 410 35 1 75 GOIUOpora 2845 2890
::i:Ja::ea .+10 .+40 30 1 :; Dead cordi 2390 2940
[€7.1d ':Gr~ 440 465 ':'.J 1 25 Pontes 2940 2950
F'OtYJ13 465 .+85 20 1 Pavona 2950 2955
[:~d C0ru 48:- 495 10 05 Dead coral 2955 3120
?Os'lona 495 525 30 1 5 Sand 3120 3210
S.a.nd :...,c 5:~ ",I:' 1 ,e Pontes 3210 3::20~.J
Ponte:; 550 590 40 Dead coral 3220 3310
P~··/l)na 590 620 30 1 5 Pontes 3310 3335
S.and 620 755 1~l" 6.75 Dead coral 3335 3340..).)
A.:ropora i, ~l:Julate,i -r~~ 800 45 1.25 Pocillopora 3340 3345l.' ..'
Dead cordi 300 850 50 2.5 Dead coral 3345 3630
Acropora (tabulate) 850 1040 190 95 Pontes 3630 3665
Sand 1040 1090 50 2.5 Sand 3665 3880
Pontes 1090 1120 30 1 5 Pontes lichen'" 3880 3940
Sand 1120 1125 0.25 Dead coral 3940 4155
Acropora (cor;mbose) 1125 1160 35 1.75 Pontes 4155 4230
Sand lIdO 1130 20 Dead coral 4230 4500
De:td ·:or:J 1130 1240 60
Porle:; 1140 1320 80 Totals
Smd 1320 1470 150 75
Pontes 1470 1570 100
Sand 1570 1595 'Ie: I It:,/,..) L, ~/
Pontes 1595 1615 20
C:ead coral 1615 1630 65 -:- ""irJ.'/'J
Pontes 1630 1705 25 1 25
De:td corcU 1705 1745 40
.~"'l1'eopora 1745 1765 20
Pontes 1765 1840 75 "'"It:J.,1_J
Sand 1:340 1355 15 075
Pontes J.lj~J 1875 20
Dead con! 1375 1895 20 1
Pontes 1895 1905 10 05
Pontes 1905 1915 10 05
['e:td CiJr:J :915 1930 15 0.75
?antes 1930 1940 10 05
Dea;j coral 1940 2000 60 3
T(;talz 2000 100
Percent area coverage of major reefco~nents relative to 60 meter long transect
182
(em) ·'ocover tIl intervals (em) ·~over
1:- 0'5 Cead ':eni I) ~5 45 225
I"" I) 7:- ::''Jntez ...5 60 I"" 0.75
~O :e:td ,::.ni 60 11~O 100
50 1t: Pontes 100 175 15 I) is
25 1 ~:: !:'eat:1,:onl 175 210 35 1 75
4t: 2 2: Pocillopon 210 230 20#'
12 06 i::e:td conI 230 330 100 5
163 3 15 PlJdlopon 330 345 15 I) 75
45 2.25 Pontes 345 430 35 425
50 .;...) L'e:sd coral .+30 470 40
10 0:; P'Jntes 470 430 10 I) I:
0.25 Deld c01"ll 480 540 60 3
165 3 2:· pfJ11te$ 540 6CO 60
90 -+ :; :e:sdsoni 600 doO 60
10 0:- ?Jnte-.> 660 Ij~Q 10 ;)5
90 45 Deld coni 670 690 20
25 125 P0nt.es 690 ~OO 110 55
025 C'ead coral 800 840 40
0.25 PorIteS a40 350 10 :) 5
285 1425 Dead corn 850 860 10 0.5
35 1.75 Pontes 860 880 20 1
215 10.75 Acropora (::orymbose) 380 920 40
60 3 Dead coral 920 960 40
215 10.75 Porites 960 980 20 1
75 3.75 PoC1llopora 930 990 10 0,5
270 13.5 Pontes 990 1090 100
Sand 1090 1130 40
2000 100 ?Of'Jes 1130 1210 90 4.5
De:2d coral 1220 1300 30
Sand 1300 1560 260 13
De:d ·:or:U 1560 1620 60 3
s.-~d 1620 1710 90 4.5
Poc<.nopon 1710 1720 10 0.5
Pontes 1720 1i60 40 2
S-md 1760 1900 140
Pontes 1900 1930 30 1.5
Dead C0ru 1930 1940 10 0.5
?':.1'1te$ 1940 1960 20 1
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Other living coral component





















































































































































































































































































Other JiVing coral component
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Other Jiving coral component






Siehang bland ,;tation 2
E~st ~ide
I inttn;a)s (em) ll-oeovtr II intervals (em) tlocovtr
Dead coral 1000 1920 80 ·t Porites 0 30 30 1.5
Rock 1920 1885 35 1.75 Rock 30 70 -to .,
Sand 1885 1850 35 1.75 Paljthoa 70 150 80 -t
Porites 1850 1820 30 1.5 Dead coral 150 160 10 0.5
Sand 1820 1745 75 3.75 Encrusting ~;ponge 160 170 10 0..5
Porites 1145 1700 45 2.25 Palythoa 1i O 210 -to 1
Porites l'~OO 1755 -55 '"\ "f(; Dead coral lID 230 20 1-~.I_'
Porites 1755 1600 155 7.75 Palythoa 230 350 120 6
Dead coral 1600 IJ 1570 30 1.5 Rock 350 700 350 1:"..5
Porites 1570 1500 70 3.5 Palythoa 700 720 20
PlatYgjTa 1500 1470 30 1.5 Palythoa 720 765 -t5 2.25
Dead coral 1470 1400 70 3.5 Palythoa 765 795 30 1.5
Palythoa 1400 1330 70 3.5 Porites 795 800 .5 0.25
Rock 1330 1260 70 3.5 Palythoa 800 1230 430 21..5
Patythoa 1260 1250 10 0.5 Rock 1230 1260 30 1.5
Porites 1250 1220 30 1.5 Palythoa 1260 1520 260 13
Acropora (branching) 1220 1170 50 2.5 Rock 1.520 1640 120 6
Rock 1170 1130 40 2 Porites 1640 1790 150 7.5
Acropora (branching) 1130 990 140 7 Sand 1790 . 1830 40 1
Gravel 990 980 10 0.5 Porites 1830 1860 30 1.5
Acropora (branching) 980 965 15 0.75 Sand 1860 2(0) 1-10
Sea anemone 965 950 15 0.75
Rock 950 815 135 6.75 Totals 2000 100
Pal)thoa 815 785 30 1.5
Porites 785 745 40 2
Rock 745 680 65 3.25 Penent area coverage of major reef components relative to 40 meter long transect
Porites 680 650 30 1.5 (%)
Gravel 650 500 150 7.5 Acropora component 6.00
Fa\.ia 500 465 35 1.75 Porites component 22.38
Porites 465 130 335 16.75 Faviid coral compoDtnt 1.63
Palj1hoa 130 0 130 6.5 Other living coral component 0.00
Other sessile organism compontnt 32.25
Totals 2000 100 Dead coral compontnt 5.25
Abiotic component 32.50
Total 100.00
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Sj(han~ Island Station 4
Sampanju
intervals (em) Otocover
P';nte~ 2":1) ::30 11 5
AU 1:,p0ra (tabt.1ute f0rml '~'::l) 220 so 2.5
R':-ck ::20 395 115 575
Pal7thoa 395 400 5 025
R'jr.k ~oo ~11) 10 05
Palyt1'wa 411) 420 10 I) 5
Pontes 4~O .+40 :::0 1
Palythoa 440 450 10 0.5
prJritez 450 640 190 :i.5
Fa'o11a 640 660 20 1
B.ock 660 635 2S 1 25
Fa~l1a 685 700 15 t) 75
Rock 700 745 45 ') '"I~",.",J
PlatYgJri"1 7.5 760 15 075
R/)ck 760 no 10 0.5
Platrfgyra 770 300 30 1.5
P0ntes 800 930 130 6.5
Plat"fgyra 930 970 40
Porites 970 1020 50 2.5
Palythoa 1020 1050 30 1.5
Rock 1050 1055 0.25
P')cillopora 1055 1060 0.25
Rock 1060 1080 20 1
Plat"fgyra 1080 1120 40 2
Palythoa 1120 1140 20 1
prmtes 1140 1240 100 5
Rock 1240 1370 130 6.5
rJalaxea 1370 1400 30 1.5
Prmtes 1400 1410 10 05
Ror..k 1410 1435 25 1.25
Plat]gyra 1435 1465 30 1.5
Pontes 1465 1490 25 1.25
Palythoa 1490 1500 10 05
Rock 1500 1520 20 1
Palythoa 1520 1540 20 1
Pocillopora 1540 1575 35 1.75
Palythoa 1575 1585 10 0.5
Plat"fgyra 1585 1600 15 075
Pontes 1600 1720 120 6
Paiythoa 1720 1330 110 55
Sj"mphylJia 1830 1840 10 0.5
.R.,.)ck 1840 1371) 30 1.5
Monnpora 1870 1960 90 4.5
Fa·.na 1960 1.980 20












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F avi ide0 ral component
Other liVing coral component
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2 25 Dead coral
1.5 Galaxea






























































































































Other Hving coral component






Other living coral component
















































































































































































































































































































































































Other living coral component







Lan Island on West-side
intervals (em) I)'orover II intervals (rm) o/ocover III intervals (em) o/Ofover
:"1:'1.1 ,;oral 2000 l~Nt) 10 0:- 3~Hj 2000 1~.l35 1:~ I) 75 Plat:r~Tl ,) 30 30 ..'
Ponte:> 1990 1930 10 I) 5 Pavona 1935 1970 15 075 Sand 30 lOa 70 , ..J')
::'~ld t:onl 1:)30 1:)01) :0 Zooant1:nd 1970 1335 135 6 75 Zooanthtd 100 140 40
Ponte:; 1::160 1~:-O 10 I) 5 .c..croporl ,'corjrnbose', 1335 1320 1:-, I) 75 Manopor.) :~O 145 I) 25
:'e:td (.oni 1~50 1:::~:~ rj5 3.25 Z.Joanthld 1320 IJl?O 30 1 5 Zooanthld :4:: 220 . ~, 3 75
Ponte:: 1235 13'"'1) 15 075 Acropora (corymbose) 1790 1775 1~ 075 Montipora ::0 270 50 25
Sand 1310 17'70 100 Zooantmd 1775 1495 280 14 A.cropora (bnnchmg) 270 330 60 3
Dead coral l'nO 1700 70 15 Platygyra 1495 1450 45 2.25 Sand .330 400 70 15
~af!d 1700 lcoO ..W Zooanthld 1450 13~~O 100 Zooanthtd ..\00 440 40
?Qntezo 1660 1630 30 1 5 Montipora. 1350 1330 20 1 Sand 440 470 30 1 5
Zooandud 1630 1360 270 13.5 Acropora (corymbose) 1330 1320 10 0.5 Zooa.nth1d ·no 500 30 1 5
Pontes 1360 1330 30 15 Zooanthtd 1320 1270 50 2.5 Sand ~oo 520 20 1
:ooanthid 1330 1310 20 Mormpora 1270 1255 15 0.75 Acropora (branching) 520 560 40
Ponte:> 1310 1255 :~~ 2.75 Zooanrhtd 1255 1245 10 0.5 Dead coral :ciO 600 40
Zooanthtd 1255 1150 105 5.25 Montipon 1245 1175 70 3.5 Monttpora 600 630 30 15
Pontes 1150 1090 60 3 Zooantb1d 1175 1130 45 2.25 Dead coral 630 635 015
[.'ead coral 1090 10'70 20 1 Dead coral 1130 1070 60 3 Monbpora 635 645 10 05
Pontes 1070 1045 25 1.25 Zooantilld 1070 960 110 5.5 Zaoanthld 64'- 950 305 1525....
2ooa.nth1d 1045 1025 20 1 Sand 960 940 20 1 Goniastrea 950 985 35 1.75
Porites 1025 900 125 6.25 Zooanthid 940 915 25 1.25 Zooanthid 985 1310 325 16.25
2Mamb.1d 900 360 40 2 ZooarUh1d 915 710 '::05 10.25 Sand 1310 1510 200 10
Sand :360 310 50 2.5 Montipora 710 630 30 4 Montipora 1510 1570 60 3
Dead coral 310 800 10 0.5 Zooanthid 630 250 380 19 Sand 1570 1650 80 4
Sarld 300 760 40 2 Sand 250 150 100 Zooantrud 1650 1670 20 1
[lead coral 760 750 10 05 Montipora 150 1:0 30 1 5 Sand 1670 1820 150 7.5
Sand 750 690 60 Zooanthld 120 30 40 Acropora (branchmg) 1.320 2000 130
Zooantl'ud 690 320 370 13.5 Sand 80 30 50 2.5
Monopon 320 310 10 05 Platygyra 30 I) 30 1.5 Totals 2000 100
:ooantl'ud 310 l:~O 120 6
Sand 190 0 190 95 Totals 2000 100
Totals 2000 100















































11 intenrals (em) ;>'ocover ill intervah (em) ~'ocover
Plat:,gyn :) 1:- 1: I ~ Ponte; .'J ..' 2.75
Fugta 15 30 15 1 ::: Sand .!.) 195 140
Monopon 30 '70 40 } 1 Pontes 195 330 13: 6.75
Porites ;0 140 70 54 Sand 330 no "'40 22
PoctllopQr} 140 liO 30 .,., ::;ponge (Neptune'~ :;-;p',l TlO .340 ""1) ., I;..J. ~l
Acropof,l' (c or;mbose) 170 135 15 1 2 Porites 340 700 ·1.10 ·7
Dead coral 1.35 20:; 20 1 :~ Dead coral 700 740 ~lj
Acropora (cor-;mbose) ::;05 206 1 III Pontes 740 970 230 11.5
Pontes 206 320 114 '";,.] Dead coni 970 1090 1':0 ti
Acropofl (corymbose) 320 400 30 .. -, ?.,1onttpoB 1090 1110 "'0 1
Dead coral 400 460 60 4 6 Pontes 1110 1340 230 11.)
Porites ·MO 560 100 77 Dead C;Jf·31 1340 1360 ':0 1
Dead coral 560 600 40 J 1 Porites 1360 1735 ]';5 1375
Sand 600 920 320 246 Podlopora 1735 1750 075
Porites no 975 55 42 Pontes 1750 1300 :;0 2.5
Pla17jgyra 975 1000 ",;" 1.9 Acropora (corymbosus) 1300 1330 30 1.54.,)
Porites 1000 1030 80 6.2 Porites 1830 1910 30
Sand 1080 1245 165 12.7 Dead corai 1910 2000 90 4.5
Plarjgyra 1245 1275 30 2.3
Sand 1275 1290 15 1.2 Totals 2000 100
Favites 1290 1295 0.4
Dead coral 1295 1300 0.4
Totals 1300 100























Other living coral component







Other Jiving coral component








?'mt~~ I) :'0 :~o 25
?ock :~O -::-0 ~O
?I)dlopon 7Q '30 11) 05
Rock ~O 141) 1')0
Prmte:: I·W ' ..,~ -,,, 1.75
Acropon (tabl .l1ate form 175 200 25 1.25
2dr.d 200 350 150 7.5
?'J1"".tes 350 J70 20
Smd 370 390 20
r:: ~id coral 310 -:--:(. 60J!IJ
Monapcn ro 510 140
Ponte.> 510 550 ~o
?ontez 550 ciOO 50 2.5
:'e71d:oral 600 ~1t"~ 10 0.5
?orrtes: 610 ::i20 10 0.5
L"ead conI 620 630 60 3
Pontes 630 690 10 0.5
Dead coral 690 no 80 4
Sinulana TiD 780 10 0.5
EnCrustttlg sponge 780 800 20 1
Sinulana 800 320 20 1
Pontes 820 360 40 2
Acropora (cor;mbose) 860 ~OO 40 2
?0rrtes 900 ~20 20 1
Dead coral 920 950 30 15
::ooantbid 950 990 40
Dead coral 990 1000 10 0.5
Por.r.ez 1000 1020 20
Platyg:;ra 1020 1060 40
F=.vi.tes 1060 1080 20 1
Dead coral 1030 1090 10 0.5
Montipora 1090 1175 85 425
C-'ead conI 1175 1:10 35 1.75
Pocillopora 1210 1220 10 05
Pontes 1220 1260 40 2
Acropora (cor]mbose) 1260 1270 10 0.5
Pontes 1270 1310 40 2
?:::ntes 1310 1330 20 1
Dead cor.a! 1330 1360 30 1.5
C()scinaraea 1360 1400 40 2
MO'Ilti:pI)r:3, 1400 1430 30 15
Dead coral 1430 1500 70 15
Pontes 1500 1,,-,.. 20 1
Dead coral 1520 1:40 zq, 1
Pontes 1540 1755 215 10.75
Mor.npora 1755 1330 '7" 175I.)
Dead coral 1830 1840 10 0.5
Pontes 1340 1350 10 0.5
Dead coral 1350 1375 25 1.25
Pontes 1875 1385 10 0.5
Pocinopora 1885 1910 25 1.25
Acropora (branching) 1910 ?OOO 90 4.5





























































































































































































































































































Other living coral component






Other living coral component



























































































































































































Other living coral component








imervals (em) i)'ocover II rnten:als (Ctl'n tl'oco\'er III inten-als tem) i)'orover
P,")nte; :ute:s n 30 30 1 5 Aaopon ;tabll1-ite.' 2:GO 254:- ~:. .~,:rt)pt)n I nbllhte.1 ;.) 10 1):-,
Porttes ;utel 30 41j lU 0.5 Dead coral ':::4:, ..;5:jl) .3 ~l 1 ~~l Acropon ~spen I IJ ~I] 30 4
Pontes Iute~ 40 50 10 05 Acropora (br-mcWng) '::-;;0 :595 15 iJ ~5 Acropon I. tabulate) ,?IJ 1:;0 ~~I) 45
PlatYgj'rl 50 70 20 Platygyra 25?5 2655 ,,0 3 Platyg:.lfl 130 2':0 40
Encf1.lstJng ,:pQnge .'0 llU 4U Dead coral ":0: :. ":075 2U Acropor,) (tabulate) ~:..:u ..:~U oU
Sand 110 140 30 1 5 Acropora (bf.:JnchiniJ :675 2690 i5 J -5 ;'~cropon. I,branchmgj 230 21tl 30 15
Pontes lutea 140 190 50 2.5 Dead coral 2690 2725 35 1 -c r)ead coral 310 330 20
Acc,jpot':t i't.~bul4te i 1:;0 DO 140 Platygyra _: .. J ':'I.JJ 4"J iJ:: Ac(,jpon \t.lbulate ) 3:0 }40 11) G:;
C.'e3d .:on1 330 345 15 1175 Dead coral ....."i'..,~ 2760 25 1 :5 Acropora (branchmg) 340 330 40_ i.).)
Acropora itabulate'i 34:- 405 60 Plat"jgyra 2760 2800 40 Dead coral 330 ·HO 30 1.:-
Acropor.3.?lusten 405 420 15 0.75 Acropora (branching) 2800 2840 40 ?latV;(1fa 411) 450 40
Acropora (tabulate; 420 045 225 11 25 Acropora (tabulate j 2840 2330 40 Dead conI 450 540 90 45
Acropora rruilipon 045 66) .!O 1 Acropora (branchmg} ~3:SU 3150 no 1.3:, Acropon (tabulate) :AU 7(1U 160
.~..cr:)p(:r 1 ': t4i;)l.u.~e .I 665 63.'" :0 1 }·..cropora (tabulate) 3150 3490 340 Acropon ilonaa 71)0 , -;0 35
Acropora (corymbose) 635 740 55 2.75 Plcw/gyra 3490 3550 60 Dead coral no :~o 20 1
Acropon (corymbose) 740 730 40 2 Sand 3550 3570 20 1 Acropora (tabulate) 790 930 140 7
Sand 780 790 10 0.5 Acropora (tabulate) 3570 3TIO 200 10 Acropora (branchm?J 930 960 30 1.5
Platygj.1fl 790 810 20 1 Acropora (branching) mo 3820 50 25 Acropora (tabulate) 960 1260 300 15
Dead con.l 310 320 10 U,5 Acropora (tabulate) .;820 3935 115 5 i5 Dead coral 1260 1230 20
Acropora (tabulate) 320 360 40 2 Montipora 3935 3955 20 1 Platygyra 1280 1340 60
GOO1astrea aspen 360 880 20 1 Dead coral 3955 4000 45 2.25 Pontes 1340 1360 20 1
Acropora (t.abulate) 830 395 15 0.75 Platygyra 4000 4035 35 1.75 Gornastrea 1360 1375 15 0.75
Pontes lutea 395 930 35 1.75 Dead coral 4035 4090 ;u 2.75 Acropora (tabulate) 1375 rna 395 19.75
Sand 930 950 20 Fungta 4090 4105 15 t175 Pontes 1770 1330 60
Fa~.na 3p 950 960 10 05 Dead coral 41U5 4215 110 J'..J Sand 1330 1350 20
Monttpon 960 970 10 0.5 Pa....ona 4215 4235 20 Acropora I, branchml2J 1350 1950 100
Pontes 970 1000 30 1.5 Dead coral 4235 4280 45 ') ')c Dead coral 1950 2000 50 2.5"'- ......
Acropon it.lbulatei iOOO 1160 160 Fungia ~::30 42~O 1 1J lJ.
?latygyra 1160 1200 40 Dead coral 4290 4330 40 T,)tals 2000 100
Acropora (tabulate) 1200 1245 45 2.25 Fungia 4330 4340 10 05
Sea anemone 1245 1270 25 1.25 Acropora (branching) 4340 4500 160
Acropora (tabulate) 1270 1305 35 1.75
Acropora ,:.brancbing) 1305 1320 15 0.75 Totals 2000 IlJU
..a..cropora (tabulate) 1320 1390 70 3.5
Acropora (brancbmg) 1390 rno 380 19
Porites Mea 1770 1820 50 2.5
Montipora tuberclJlosa 1820 1835 15 0_75
Sand 1835 1855 20
Acr1jpl)ra (tabulate) 1855 2000 t45 7_25
Totals 2000 100













Other living cural tumpunent
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other living coral component












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other Jiving coral component







Other living coral component





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other livi!ul coral component







Other living .-0l"11 fomponent


















int~rvals (mt) %cover n inrf'rvals (eIU) o.ocover
Rl)~k 21)')i) 1910 90 4.5 Dead ~t.\ral (Icbris 0 35 3~ 1.75
Dead coral Debris 1910 1~90 120 6 Encnlsting sponge (Blue) 35 45 10 0.5
Porites 1'790 1680 110 5.5 Palythoa 45 50 0.25
Dead coral Debris 1680 1670 10 0.5 Platy~Ta 50 80 30 1.5
Porites 16iO 1620 50 2.5 Pal}1hoa 80 380 300 15
Encrusting sponge 1620 1595 25 1.25 Rock 380 590 210 10.5
Porites 1595 1455 140 7 Palythoa 590 640 50 2.5
Rock 1.55 1.280 1I' 8.75 Encrusting sponge (Blue) 6-10 650 10 0.5
Palythoa 1280 1.220 60 3 Palythoa 650 900 250 1.2.5
Acropora (branc~) 1220 1100 120 6 Dead coral debris 900 990 90
... "
Dead coral 1100 1040 60 3 Palythoa 990 1070 80 4
Acropora (branching) 1(}l10 990 50 2.5 Sand 1070 1130 60 J
Dead coral 990 945 45 2.25 Pa1).1hoa 1130 1175 45 2.25
Acropora (branching) 945 845 100 5 Dead coral debris 117; 1420 245 12.25
Rock 845 830 15 0.75 Palythoa 1420 1440 20 1
Palythoa 830 820 10 0.5 Rock 1440 1480 ~o 2
Porites 820 780 40 2 Palythoa 1-180 1520 40 2
Dead coral debris 780 760 20 1 Rock 1520 1550 30 1.5
Favia 760 755 5 0.25 Porites 1550 1710 160 8
Dead coral debris 755 730 25 1.25 Rock 1710 1750 40 2
Porites 730 670 60 3 Porites 1750 1860 110 5.5
Rock 670 570 100 ; Palythoa 1860 1930 70 3.5
Porites 570 555 15 0.75 Palythoa 1930 2000 70 3.5
Palythoa 555 520 35 1.75
Favia favus 520 480 40 2 Totals 2000 100
Porites 480 160 320 16
Palythoa 160 110 50 2.5
Dead coral 110 70 40 2















Other living coni component





















Other !hing coni component

































































































































































































































































































Other living COl,., component










f lI\-iid coral component
Other Ii'\'ing cOI-a1 component

















































































































































Other living coral t:omponent







P'inte:; I) ~o 20
R'~'l_k ':;1) :3(; fji)
:',;.ntes :~J) 120 ~O
I>~ad c0ral 1~0 140 20
?a'lfJ[ld. 140 150 1lJ OS
P1intes 150 1150 10 0.5
Dead coral 160 2:::0 60
?r)uft:s .220 230 6(;
R')ck 280 320 40
Fa'Jla 320 330 10 05
::".,nle:; 330 470 140
Pontes 470 510 40
:', ..nlt::.> 510 ,.5,) ~;j
F'latvgyra 550 580 30 1 5
P'mtes 580 650 70 35
P'Jtift:s 650 760 110 .;. .;
Pontes 760 850 90 4.5
?fJUleS 350 940 90 45
Pontes 940 1010 70 3.5
TLlfomana e 1010 1045 35 L IJ
Dead coral 1045 1090 45 2.25
Prmies 10:)0 1lOS 15 075
::ead coral li05 1120 15 0.75
F".m1-es 1120 1140 20 1
Dead coral 1140 1170 30 1.S
f'rmtes 11/ 1) 1 ,",=,t~ 1 A~ ..,. ,·,c1;'1'; 1... .; I.e..;
E',)ntes 1315 1340 25 1.25
F"Jntes 1340 l~"l;fJ 55 '::'.1';
Dead coral 1395 1420 ,..)&: 1.25l.';
F'1)ntt:s 1420 1...0lJ 60
Pontes 1430 1520 40
Phttygyra 1520 1550 30 1.5
Dead coral 1550 1600 50 2.5
F'-Jnles 16,30 1700 100
:C~ead coral debris 1700 1710 10 0.5
P'mies lil l ) 1730 70 ;. . .;
R·:;ckJ'Sand 1730 1980 200 10
r"/flies 1,;101,) 2000 2;)
T,;tals 200(; 100












Other Jiving coral component




























































































II intervals (em) ·'G('oyer HI intervaJs
Pontes ,) 20 :0 1 Pontes :) 30
Rock ..;Ij "-0 ~ Ij ~ .> ::)and .:-U ~oU
Ponte::: 70 400 330 lei5 Pontes ~CtO ~-:-O
Fa·Jta 400 4}O 30 1 5 F.3VlteS 4"70 .500
PC:fltez 430 :~70 141) 7 Pontes :·,~,O 300
Dead coral 570 6lO 40 Pontes 300 860
Pontes 610 760 1~·O 75 Pontes :~oO 3':J1)
Pontes 760 300 40 Platygyra 8~10 910
Pontes 300 380 30 4 Pontes 910 940
Pomes 380 905 25 1.25 Dead coral ::!ebns ?40 980
Pontes 905 960 55 275 Porites 980 1130
FaT.ntes 960 nu ..::0 1 Rock 11.::U 12::0
Rubble 930 1140 lriO ;3 Pontes 1220 1300
Pontes 1140 14jO 2~JU 14 S Rock 1300 1320
Pa1ytho.~ 1430 1475 45 ':'':'.J Pontes 13:0 1710
FaTJrtes 1475 1500 25 1.25 Sea anemone 1710 1760
Rock 1500 1510 !O 05 Pontes 1760 2000
FaVltes 1510 1530 20
Rock 15jU l»)U 20 TotalS
Pontes 1550 1715 165 325
Rock 1715 1730 15 075
Symphyllia 1730 1750 20 1
Rock 1750 1770 20 1
Symphylha 1770 1790 20 1
Rock 1790 1850 60 3
Pontes 18:.U 1875 25 1 25
Rock 1375 1905 .30 1 5
Pontes I~05 1925 20 1
Sand 1925 1950 25 1.25
Porites 19~,U 1990 4U
Rock 1990 2000 10 05
Totals 2000 100

































Other living coral component


























Other living coral component


















f mid coral co1l1Mlnent
Other living coral conqronent




































intervals fern) ·'.cover II
;i.Cf(jp(,n I ':O('j!Tibcsej 2000 1'):10 :0 Dead CfJra!
r'Oflte$ :9;::;0 [,);'0 :00 E,ncrllsun~ Tllrlll:dle
Acr,;;pc.n (cor::mb,J;e) 1:330 1740 140 De:l.d coral
Montlpon 1740 1!~O 10 Encrusting T1.1l1Jc3.te
Ponte-; 1720 1640 30 Pontes
[;earl .:or"Ji 1640 1570 70 i ~ Acropora (corymbose1.J . .J
Pontes 1570 1420 150 75 Pontes
C'~d ':001 1420 1385 35 175 Dead coral
Ponte:; 1335 1340 45 2.25 Pontes
?1....~;r.a 1340 1300 40 DP.3d coral
('ead :oral 1300 1270 30 15 Platygyra
::;and 1270 1190 :30 Dead conI
C'ead ·:oral 1190 1170 20 Porites
~:t'nte:;: 1170 1130 40 Dead cordi
Par:.te::: 1130 340 ~90 14,5 Acropora (cor;mbose)
.~.crspl)n icor:nnbose'l :340 .300." ~o 2 Fa'lites
(lead ,:Or;ll 300 730 20 De:l.d coral
Pontes 780 680 100 Pavona
Sand 680 660 20 Dead coral
Pontes 660 570 90 45 Pa·"om.
Pa'lona 570 530 40 Dead coral
(lead cord! 530 515 15 0,75 Pavona
Plvona 515 495 20 1 Dead coral
Pontes ~95 375 120 6 Fungia
Dead coral 175 340 35 1.75 Dead coral
Pl)ntes 340 280 60 3 Pavona
Acropora (corymb.ne) 230 240 40 De:l.d coral
Acropora (coryrnbQse) 240 190 50 2.5 Pavona
Dead coral 190 130 10 0.5 Symphyllia
?cro;Jora ,cor::mbost} 1:30 140 40 Dead coral
Pontes 140 70 70 3.5 Porites
(,'ead cor.:tl 70 0 70 35 Porites
Dead coral


































































'em) ·'ec:'OVP.r III intel'V<l1s (em} ·'1tc~r
100 Pontes I) 120 120 j
;,0 l Pl1.'Orlo3 ~ :0 l4rj 20
~o Ponte:; ~ -l:J 1:'0 30 ~
~l) Cj~d ':onl :71) 2:~O 110
60 Pontes 230 400 1~0
40 [J1::ad coral ...00 450 50
~o Pontes ..1:0 490 ~O
11) :) :; P-:t~,ona ~90 510 20
30 1 :; Pontes 510 550 40
70 ... .J Pavona :::'0 570 20
,n 05 Dead ':iJral :70 535 15 :) ~:
40 Pavona :.35 620 1<::' 1J..I
290 14 :; GotUa:::t.rea -:520 640 20
)0 .:' Pontes 640 090 50
10 I) 5 Dead coral :590 710 ~o
45 ',"C: Ponte::: 710 jot) 50
100 Dead coral 760 320 60
45 2 25 Pavona ,:;20 ,340 10
105 5.~5 Fungia J40 3::0 10 <j::
15 tlj5 Dead cord1 :350 870 20
30 15 Pavona 370 830 10 as
50 .. : Dead coral aso 925 45 1....::-.f.. oJ
40 Encrusting Tunieate 925 945 ::0
20 1 Lithophytlon edw'Mdst 945 960 15 I) 75
5 0,15 Porites 960 990 30 1 5
35 t 75 Dead coral 990 1170 1.50
220 11 Pontes \ l~n 1190 20
41) Dead cord1 1190 1210 20
10 05 Symphyllia l~!O 1250 40
30 t 5 Dead cor.:1l l:::U 1270 20
:0 1 Pontes 1:70 1290 20
10 'J.5 De:id ,:oral 1190 1410 120
35 1 to.fonupora 1..$10 1460 50
.;j ,I.) Pa',lOfla 1460 14;30 20
35 1 ...,~ Pontes 1430 1510 30 1
15 ois fvfuntipora 1510 1550 40
10 I) 5 Pa~,ona. 1550 1535 35 l~:
50 2.) [Jf::ad cord.! 1:;35 t620 35 1 i:
20 Pontes :6:20 1760 140
40 Pocillopora 1760 lnO 10 ,):-
60 Pontes 1770 1320 50 -,=:
- Dead coral 1.520 1865 45
:WOO ::::0 Porites i~65 1900 35 :
PlatJgyra 1900 1920 20
Pontes 19~O 1940 20
Montipora :940 1950 10 1:
Dead coral 1950 1990 40





Other living coral ro~nent


























I intervals (cm) e'r)COVt"f II mten-als
C'~d'»r3.1 I) 20 20 D~d cr)n.! J
--
['.;[ofltlpCn ~J) 40 20 Z.ot)arltt41ri ).'
['e:tr!,::)r'il 41) 170 130 ~ :- [1e3d ,:onl. J. 110
~),Mld 170 200 30 1 Zooanth1d \"; t30
Zooanthtd 100 210 10 ,):- De:sd coral 120 HO
[1~(1 ,:on1 210 3:50 140 .~.cropon (b@!1ChJng) ~ .4L! loa
Zooanthtd 350 380 30 I 5 Zooanth1d ~oC P'O
Sand 330 450 70 'I:' Sand t:"'O 190
z.ooanllnd 450 530 130 r.i :: Dead coral 190 21:-
[.~dt:on1 530 015 35 ! '-' Zooanthtd 21:- 230
:.ooanU"lld 615 620 I) 15 Dead coral .... ..,., 710
Dead ,:on.l 620 710 90 45 Acropon (branch1.ng) ~l:) 730
Zooanth1d 710 750 40 2 Dead cord! ~30 360
Gead ':;)r.~ 750 1000 250 1~ :- FungJa ;ou ,no
Zooanthld 1000 1030 30 1 :: Edunopora ~7C 900
Sand 1030 1160 130 05 Dead ::01.:11 .7100 1141)
Dead coral 1160 1200 40 Pontes lutea tHO 1150
IVionttpora UOO 1230 30 i :; Sand 115,) ilOO
Dead coral 1230 1290 60 Acropora (branching) 1160 1220
Monttpon 1290 1375 85 425 IvIontipon 1220 1250
Dead cord! 1375 1400 25 1 25 Acropora (branching) 1:50 1285
Acropora ',tabuiate) 1400 1500 100 Monupora 12&5 1290
Dead coral 1500 1560 60 Acropora (branching) C90 1340
Dead cor:tl 1560 1620 60 Montipora 1340 1400
Sand 1620 1670 50 2.5 Sand 1400 1540
Dead coral 1670 1750 80 Acropora (branching) 1:40 l560
Sand 1750 1300 50 "11:' Syrnphyllia 15ciO 1:30
Dead cor.:il 1300 1370 ,70 15 5.md 15;30 1590
Favttez 1370 1880 10 05 GOru3strea 1::90 1600
[;ea.d ,:or.~ 1,530 2000 120 Sana lciOD 1790
Acropora (branching) 1790 1330
Totals 2000 100 Sand 1880 1950
Dead coral 19:0 2000










(em) ·'rttover lIT interY<1ls (tm) 6/ocover
-~ .;. -' Sand I) 100 200 10
20 ~ :" [.'tad :0ni ~OO )00 11)0
;
_.' fa~l1a 300 320 20 1
20 i)ead cor.:I1 320 "} ~:'" 15 0.75.J.J-'
10 :):. Fungta (;) 335 350 15 075
20 Fu.ngsa (:) j:O j90 40
10 ()t:' f.l~."l3 390 ~. t:' '''It'' 1 25......
20 Fl.1ngta (1) 415 445 30 15
25 125 Dead Goral 445 460 15 0.75
1:- ;j ~5 Fl.lngsa ( i) 460 465 o15
4;30 ~4 Dead coral 465 HO 15 0.75
20 1 Fungn (,I) 430 -490 10 0:-
130 6 :: Dead con! 490 510 20 1
10 I) 5 F1IDgla15> 510 :45 35 175
30 1 Dead Goral 545 Ji .J 30 ' .:;
240 .- FungJa 1.,1') 575 590 15 ,j, 75
10 05 Dead coral 590 645 55 "''"It:'J..,_l
10 05 Acropora \branchmg) 645 665 20
60 Dead ,:;oral 665 690 25 1'",lC'
30 15 FUllgsa (1) 690 700 10 05
35 1.75 Dead coral 700 730 30 1.5
5 I) ;;5 Fungsa (1) 730 740 10 0.5
50 25 Sand 740 795 55 2.75
60 Ftmgia (1) 795 310 15 1)75
140 Fungsa(3) 310 355 45 2.25
~O Sand 355 .370 15 0.75
20 Fungsa (..n 370 930 60
10 05 Acropon I,J>rarlChing) 930 980 50 2.5
10 0:- FaT~ia 930 1020 40
190 9.5 Acropora \.br:Ulctung) 1020 1060 40
90 45 Dead cor-:J 1060 1190 130 6.5
70 35 .t:..cropora f..,branchmg) 1190 1:'40 350 175
::0 2 5 Dead coral 1540 1570 30 1 5
•.::..cropon (br:Ulc.hIDg) 1570 1730 210 105
2000 100 Acropora grandis 1730 1300 20 1
Acropora (bnncrring) 1300 1,330 30 15
Dead co1.~ 1830 1850 20
Platygyra 1350 1390 40
Dead coral 1390 1920 30 1 ::
P1atygyn 1920 1930 60





Other IivinIi coral component


























Other living coral component







I intervals (cm) 41ocoyer II intervals
Ponte:: !) 3~ ~ 5 l ~5 Monapora ,) 170
PQct1lopon _~ ~J -to lU :J:, Acropora (branchmg) I ·U L~lJ
r:'~ld ':onl -l'" J_' .j0 Pontes '::0 31:-
F'ocillopor.l .) ..,.1 ~lJO 15 :j "7~ Acropora (corymbosej :'1:, .J .J _~
['~ad ':Qral 100 120 20 Dead coral 335 335
Pontes 1..:U 1iU :·U
- -'
AcropQra (tabulate) j~:> 4U:'
['ead ':or;J 170 2:'0 30 4 Porites 405 425
Monapora 2~·0 :!'m 20 1 Acropora (tabulate) 4::::, 4:,0
Dead cor,;d 270 290 20 1 Dead coral 450 475
Piatygyrl ..::90 jllJ "::U 1 Acropora (tabuiate) -l ;:-, boU
[Ie:sd (onl 310 340 30 1 5 Dead coral ;30 700
Pontes :HI) 3lS0 -tU Acropora ()Jranching) 7UU 750
Montlpor.l 380 510 130 6 5 Dead coral 750 no
Pontes 510 540 30 1 5 Symphyllia TO 300
P'.J11tes :40 6~ .,0 } Porites 300 910
Rock 600 630 ;30 Acropora (branching) 910 1010
Pontes 000 690 10 (J :; Dead coral lUlU 1050
Rock 690 785 95 475 Acropora (branching) 1050 1100
EncrustIng sponge 785 790 5 025 Porites 1100 1310
De:d coral ~O 800 10 I) 5 Dead cora! 1311) 1375
Soft coral 300 810 10 05 Pavona 1375 1430
Dead coral 810 820 10 0.5 Dead coral 1430 1435
Pontes 820 835 15 0.75 Soft Coral 1485 l~OO
Soft coral 335 34lJ 5 0.25 Dead coral 1500 1655
pr)f11'es 340 370 30 15 Acropora (branchmg) 1655 1670
Dead coral 370 950 30 Dead coral 1070 1635
Z'::0antrud 950 1000 50 _.~ .6.crcpof3 (branching) 16g5 1750
Pontes 1000 1020 20 Dead coral 1750 1790
fJlatYgjra 1020 1060 40 Porites 1790 1340
Pontes 1060 1080 :0 Dead cl)ral 1840 1970
Nlonopon lUW I1JIJ :,0 ~_5 Porites 1~7!J 2000
Zooanthid 1130 1170 40
Acropora (corjrnbose) 1170 1230 110 5.5 Totals
Pontes 1230 1340 60
Zooanthid 1340 133U 40
Encrustirlg sponge 1330 1400 20
Dead coral 1400 1460 60
S:nd !460 1560 100
Pontes 1560 1700 140 7
Acropora (bnnchmg) 1700 1720 20 I
Dead coral 1720 1800 30 -l
f'ivites 1300 1320 20 I
Acropora. i}3ra.ncrung,; 1320 2000 130
T!::t.~s 2000 'laO











(cm) I)'o('oyer III intervals (em) Cltocover
1-0 ?':,nte:; I) 130 130 65
:fJ
-
_ :-:iJ ,:,:,ril 1~,U ..::.u 9U 4:,
.~; :. 4 ? ~ntez :220 250 30 15
..:fJ .)a.nd ..:~u ..::9U ..W
:~O ?':Jntes 290 470 t80
":U ~edd coral -l'IU JUU JU 1 )
20 '::a.nd 500 550 ::0 25
_.J 1 25 r>eld cor.;d 55U 600 51] 2.5
25 1 25 Sand 600 660 60
LU:, ;u ..;.:. :-',:,ntes 60U as/I) .:;U 1:;
20 :~d 690 300 Ito 5
:,0
.. - Monopon .)00 900 100 :)
:0 Sand 900 940 40
30 1 Pontes 't40 960 20 1
I!') ::)c.~th1.j ~60 1020 60 }
100 Pontes 1020 1080 60 3
4lJ .3 and lU3U 1160 :~U 4
50 ?ontes 1160 1190 30 15
210 105 MtJfltlpora 1190 1300 110 :: ~'
'55 325 ?~r!!e~ 1300 1345 45 2.25
55 2.75 Sand 1345 1365 20
55 2.75 Pontes 1365 1450 35 4.25
15 075 Dea.d coral 1450 1510 60
1~5 7.75 Pontes 1510 1550 40
15 ,) '75 ::'!atygyn 1550 1590 40
15 I) '75 3and 1590 1925 335 16.75
65 3.25 ?!aryg'fl:i 1925 194:5 20
40 ;>~ad .:or~ 1945 1960 I: 0.75L..'
:·0 2 :. ?or..tes 1960 1985 25 1.25







Other Ih-mg coral component




Percent area coverage of major reef components on each Zo-meter transect




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other living coral component

















Other living coral component

















































































































































































































































































Pen:eJlt area c:oven;e ofmajor reefc.mpoJle1l1s ItJl eack ~.metertnJIsect
'·1 n m














































































































































































A ·~rljpojt '\ (ljf'1fV:htngl




























































~ 'JCO !200 200 10





:~:;) 1500 50 25
1:00 1.360 ~tiO 18
1360 1960 100 5
: ~~dO 2000 40
~CCC 2250 ~:O 125
22:0 22;30 30 1.5
::30 2350 :0 3
';..l:U 2330 ~O 1:-
,,"\~r.,.\ 2420 ·W
24:0 2450 20 1 ::-•. J
2450 2500 50 2 5
':':UO 2510 to OS
., ... , .., 2~50 340 17






Acropora I.onnchmg) :000 1120 !:l) .)7 Acropora !')nnc~..:n~)
.~.r.ropora.ltabu1ate ) 2120 2(1)0 "lj ......cf1jpOn \ tatni.late
.6.cropon (branchmg) 1160 2400 _ ...._1 ,., ~ ['ell! ·:,Jral
Acropon (brdIlchlng) 2401) 2500 :'::1) 5 !j Pontes
Acropora (tabulate) 2500 2660 :::0 .~ ') .:i.cropon I. bnn(~)
Acropora ~brapchmg) 2660 2630 ':'0 1 1 POnLes
Acropora. (branching) 2620 2720 ..let "l"l ['eaJ c01"3l
AcropoA (branching) 2720 1770 :0 2.3 Acropon lOnnChmg)
Acropora (tabulate) 2770 2300 30 1 7 Acropora t:tabu1at.e )
Platygyra 0 30 ~O i "} .;j.cropora \, tabUiate I
Acropora (tabulate) 30 220 190 lao Acropora (bnnc~.z'..g)
Pontes 220 DO ;') I) Ii Acropora ',tabulate .}
Montipora 230 240 :1) 06 Pavona
Acropora (tabulate) 240 370 l~O 1 EcbInopora
Platygyra 370 410 -l:] "1"1 Acropora .:ab~ :
Acropora ltabulate) 410 420 1;) 00 [lead Goral
Acropora (coryrnbose) 410 540 120 6.7 Acropora fbnnchn¥)
.o.cropora (tabulate) 540 590 :0 2.6 PocllIopora
Acropora (tabulate) 590 300 ... ,,, I','"]' Acropora :~.:abl1.1ate :'
Dead coral 800 370 70 39 Acropora (brancbmg)
Acropora (branching) 870 900 30 1.7
Platygyra 900 910 10 0.6 Totals
Acropora (tabulate ) 910 1000 90 50
Totals 2000 100










Other living coral component
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Other living coral component




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other living coral component















Other living coral component




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Other lhing ('oral component


















Other Jivin& (oral component
































A P PEN D I X 2. SalllpJeS of Satellite buoy data sets from the Nadonal Research
Coudeil o.f Thailand
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.. -. ~ ..~. r...,.1'V v .V~ .
IINSTRUMENTSeat..Ja lch BuoLJ
TSTAT ION IHAMSL IINSTrtUMENT HE IGHT CBSERVATION PER I00
I 01 0 mOm i997 .02.0 t-1997 .02 .28
Na tional Research IPRC-JECT FIGURE




__ Salinity, depth, 5.S 1ft (-). KO-Slchcng, THAI-t, SEAIJATCH Thcdcna
































INSTRUMENi HEIGHT OBSERVATION PERIOD




__ SoLin\ly. deplh,5.S 1"1 (ppU Ko-S"chang. THAI-\. SEAWATCH 8LOY
























Time series I'NSTRUMENTfrom Ko Slchong Seowolch 8uo~
LOCATION ISTATION IHAMSL INSTRUMENT HEIGHT OBSERVATION PERIOD
Ko-SlchanQ. THAI-1 01 0 m Om 1998.01 .01-1998.01.3 t LT
NRCT National Research PROJECT FIGURECouncil of Thailand 02 2
orfon41/c~o
216
__ So Lin ily. dep lh 3.5 II (PP lJ R~ong Bay. THA 1-2 • SENwATCH BUOY
























Time series IINSTRUMENTfrom Rayong Seawalch Buow
LOCAT ION ISTAT ION I\lATER CEPTH INSTRUMENT HEIGHT OBSERVATION PERIOD
Rayong 8a~, THAI-2 02 20 m Om 1997.01.01-t997.01.31 LT
NRCT National Research PROJECT FIGURECouncil of Thailand I 02 2
orfon4//0P/J
217
___ Salinity. depth; 3.5 ,,(ppll Royong Bay. THAI-2. SEN.ATCH 8l.OY



























Time serles I INSTRUMENTfrom Royong Secwalch 8uo~
LOCATION ISTAT ION IHAMSL INSTRUMENT HEIGHT OBSERVATION PERIOD
Ro~onq 8o~, THAI-2 02 0 m Om 1998.01 .01- t998.0 1.3 t LT
NRCT National Research PROJECT FIGURECouncil of Thaila"nd 02 2
,:rfr.:r4//,":/:0
